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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Re-imagining the Laws of England - A Book Arts celebration
of the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta
6th December 2016 - 30th January 2017
Artists from across the UK participated in the Sidney Nolan
Trust’s celebration of the 800th anniversary of the signing of
the Magna Carta.
A set of ‘Halsbury’s Statutes’, the accepted authoritative texts
for statute law (Acts of Parliament) of England and Wales,
was donated to the Trust by a local court service whose staff
now use online reference. The 27 volumes were destined to
be pulped had the Trust not taken them.

Vol 13, Jill Lauriston

Since its opening at The Rodd in June 2015, the exhibition is
touring to venues nationally, concluding in Autumn 2017 at
Herefordshire’s Archive and Record Centre to coincide with
the 800th anniversary of the writing of the county’s own
Magna Carta.

Vol 2, 1999, Jane Tudge

Each volume has been transformed into a work of art
exploring themes related to topics covered in the particular
volume as well as ideas around legislation and society. The
unusual collection includes beautiful works of art, powerful
indictments of abuses of human rights and humorous takes
on law, power and politics.
Anne Rook took inspiration from the flora and fauna
found at the time of King John for her volume. Jane Tudge’s
illuminated garden shed is a metaphor for how a nation
grows from the foundation of a set of published laws.
Sharon Hall Shipp’s paper ribbons references the ‘red tape’
of bureaucracy. Vivienne Sole’s appealing tiny paper shoes
that ‘toe the line’ – or don’t – each denote a different aspect
of laws that affect children. Linda Toigo cut the pages of her
volume into human lungs – every time the book is opened
and closed it breathes in and out 800 years of history.
Mellie Lane’s birdcage depicts King John as a bird trapped
in a cage by his barons. Rachel Rickett’s remarkable Nine
O’Clock Horse references folklore around bedtime rules.

Vol 2, 2003, Anne Rook, In King John’s Land

Participating artists:
Isabell Buenz (Midlothian), Mike Clements (Herefordshire),
Ruth Cousins (Bangor), Sharon Hall Shipp (Powys),
Veronica Hilton (Shropshire), Kate Kato (Powys), Nigel
Kerry (Shropshire), Jill Lauriston (Sheffield), Mellie Lewis
(Shropshire), Angela Martin (Shropshire), Jackie Morris
(Herefordshire), Linda Nevill (Wolverhampton), Heather
Prescott (Shropshire), Lindsay Pritchard (Wolverhampton),
Julia Reynolds (Shrewsbury), Helen Ricketts (West
Bromwich), Rachel Ricketts (Herefordshire), Anne Rook
(London), Vivienne Sole (Herefordshire), Sylvia Stiff
(Herefordshire), Marilyn Tippett (Liverpool), Linda Toigo
(London), Jane Tudge (Herefordshire).
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SIDNEY NOLAN CENTENARY 2017
In 2017 the Sidney Nolan Trust is co-ordinating a major,
UK-wide celebration of Sidney Nolan’s birth, with
exhibitions at Pallant House Gallery, Chichester, Australia
House, London, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, British
Museum, London, as well as events at the Royal Academy
and Kings College London, and more. Further details at
www.sidneynolantrust.org.
The Sidney Nolan Trust was established by the eminent
Australian artist Sir Sidney Nolan in 1985 at his home,
The Rodd, in the Welsh Marches. The Trust’s programme
encompasses exhibitions of the work of Sidney Nolan,
artist residencies and performances as well as a learning
programme encompassing master classes, courses and
outreach workshops for members of deprived urban and
rural communities. www.sidneynolantrust.org
Pop-Up Now II
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
Until 17th December 2016
23 Sandy Gallery is pleased to present Pop-Up Now II,
a juried exhibition of pop-up and movable artist books.
Pop-up books captivate and excite the child in all of us.
They come to life as three-dimensional works of art hidden
inside the pages of a book. Pop-Up Now II showcases
handmade artist books that pop-up, move, slide, twirl,
whirl, and even light up.
One of the best aspects of book art is the opportunity to
push the definition of movable books and tackle deeper
subjects. It’s easy to make a whiz-bang pop-up, but book
artists are very adept at pushing further and rounding out
the book with more context. We are thrilled that so many
artists were inspired to make pop-up and movable books
that tell a bigger story.

Marilyn Stablein, Carmen Tostado, Elsi Vassdal Ellis, Zoe
Waller, Thomas Parker Williams, and Dorothy A Yule.
Pop-Up Now was juried by: Larry Seidman, Jim Carmin
and Laura Russell.
23 Sandy Gallery is a fine art gallery located in Portland,
Oregon. Open since 2007, the gallery presents local and
national artists working in contemporary book and paper
arts. 23 Sandy Gallery is open Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, Noon to 6pm.
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA.
www.23sandy.com A full online catalogue of Pop-Up Now
can be found at: www.23sandy.com/works/popupnow
Beyond the Book exhibition
Brighton & Faneuil Branches, Boston Public Library, USA
Until 28th January 2017
The tenth annual
Beyond the Book juried
exhibition
of artists’ books and
book-related art. The
selection has
been juried by Ms. Laura
Montgomery, Director of
Bunker Hill Community
College Gallery.

Farenheit 451 Revised
by Ruth Segaloff

Brighton & Faneuil Branches, Boston Public Library, USA
https://www.facebook.com/brightonbeyondthebook/
Current exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts New
York, USA:

object n. object v. © Diane Jacobs

Artists featured in Pop-Up Now include: Charlene Asato,
Angela Batchelor, Anita Bigelow, Mary Beth Boone, Ruth
Bryant, Susan Collard, Jan Dove, Don Drake, Katie Nelson
Harper, Patricia Heimerl, Kyra E. Hicks, Ed Hutchins,
Diane Jacobs, Paul Johnson, Bryan Kring, Jihae Kwon,
Mary Jeanne Linford, Susan Lowdermilk, Amy Lund,
Kimberly Maher, Celeste Maia, Mary V. Marsh, Emily
Martin, Dorothy McCuistion, Lise Melhorn-Boe, Cathryn
Miller, Bettina Pauly, Meryl Perloff, Dawn Peterson, Katie
Preston, Camille Riner, Michelle Segal, Judy Sgantas, Krista
Sharp, Carolyn Shattuck, Stephen Sidelinger, Lynn Skordal,

Enacting the Text: Performing with Words
Until 10th December 2016
Organised by Nicolás Dumit Estévez Raful, artist and
Independent Curator. While performative art practice,
with all of its nuances, remains largely fleeting, a significant
number of artists, working mainly in interventions,
performances, situations, and experiences, have generated
a substantial material culture. Whether drafting steps for
an action, making lists of performance materials, or giving
directions for participants, the use of written language
becomes a recurrent element in the enactment of the
practice. This exhibition gives center stage to artists’ books,
letters, notes, scripts, and texts produced side-by-side to, or
in complicity with, these short-lived gestures.
Artists included: Maria Alós, Josefina Báez, Paco Cao, Papo
Colo, Billy X. Curmano, Irina Danilova, Jean-Ulrick Désert,
Lesley Dill, Coco Fusco, Beatrice Glow, Alicia Grullón,
Guerilla Girls, Pablo Helguera, Nancy Hwang, Alison
Knowles, LuLu LoLo, Linda Mary Montano, Pat Oleszko,
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Pedro Pietri, Praxis (Brainard and Delia Carey), Quintin
Rivera-Toro, Jack Smith, Elizabeth M. Stephens and Annie
Sprinkle, Cecilia Vicuña, and Martha Wilson.
Amos J. Kennedy, Jr.: I Am Negro
Until 10th December 2016
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director &
Curator, The Center for Book Arts. Known as a radical in
the book arts world, the Center’s 2016 Faculty Fellow, Amos
Kennedy challenges notions of preciousness of books to deal
with class, economy, and race.

Paul Heimbach - Erinnerungen (memories)
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst, Bremen,
Germany, Until 31st December 2016
Paul Heimbach created an extensive ouevre of artists’
books and limited edition objects. Beginning with early
experimental approaches in the 1960s, his mathematical and
system-based artworks in which he developed a precise use
of colour and later a unique pictorial language.

Paul Heimbach: Buch Nr. 38. 1972

This representative selection of the published works of
Paul Heimbach is thanks to the generous support of Peter
Foedisch at the Centre for Artists’ Publications. Paul
Heimbach died in 2013. In December 2016 he would have
been 70 years old.
Zentrum für Künstlerpublikationen / Studienzentrum
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
http://www.weserburg.de
studienzentrum@weserburg.de

Amos Kennedy, Coffee Makes You Black, 2015

I Am Negro features two new printing project installations.
Amos J. Kennedy, Jr.’s work embodies his passion for stirring
up strong emotions and encouraging people to think in
previously unexplored ways. In addition to his work as a
bookbuilder, he is an educator and journeyman printer who
travels the globe teaching people how to print on traditional
letterpresses with metal and wood type, showing Laura
Zinger’s documentary Proceed and Be Bold, and hosting
his Cash and Carry poster shows. He studied under master
paper and print maker Walter Hamady at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Kennedy lives and works in Alabama.
Center for Book Arts, 28 W. 27th St., 3rd Floor, NY, USA
Subway: N/R to 28th St, or F to 23rd St
Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri, 11am-6pm; Sat, 10am-5pm
Admission: Free. www.centerforbookarts.org

Marcel Broodthaers - A Retrospective
Museo Reina Sofía, Madrid, Spain
Until 9th January 2017
The Museum of Modern Art, New York, and the Museo
Reina Sofía have organised what will be one of the most
comprehensive retrospectives devoted to Belgian artist
Marcel Broodthaers (1924–1976). His remarkable output
in the 1960s and 1970s established him as one of the most
important artists on the international scene, and one of the
most influential for numerous contemporary artists from
that time to the present day. Following his initial work
as a poet, journalist and photographer, in 1964 Marcel
Broodthaers decided to become a visual artist, and from that
moment on a response to the basic questions in plastic arts
can be discerned across his work as he questioned the idea
of representation and the production of meaning through
the use of existing knowledge systems.
Throughout his career, from the early objects made from
mussels and eggs to the subsequent fictitious museum,
the Musée d’Art Moderne. Département des Aigles, or the
retrospective Décor. A Conquest by Marcel Broodthaers,
unveiled in 1975 in the Institute of Contemporary Arts,
London, Broodthaers always occupied a unique place in the
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art world. By way of a radical approach to traditional focuses
on poetry, film, books and exhibitions, the artist found his
own path for expressing his personal viewpoint
in the burgeoning years of Pop Art and Conceptual Art,
as well as creating a whole structure centred on
institutional critique.
The exhibition, which spans the multiple sides of the artist
via the selection of around 300 works representing his
artistic practice, will be joined by the publication of an
extensive catalogue, with both Spanish and English editions,
featuring texts by curators and art historians such as JeanFrançois Chevrier, Thierry de Duve and Benjamin H. D.
Buchloh, in addition to a selection of chapters devoted to
different parts of the Belgian artist’s work.
Sabatini Building, Floor 1, Espacio Uno and Protocol Room.
Museo Reina Sofía, Calle Santa Isabel, 52, 28012 Madrid,
Spain. http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/exhibitions/
marcel-broodthaers-0
Pushing Boundaries
Farmleigh Gallery, Dublin, Ireland
Until 23rd December 2016
From: Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS]

of artists keeping exhibitions lively and fresh. The exhibition
will include film, installation, sound pieces, artists’ books,
pushing the boundaries of what constitutes a ‘print’.
The work will pursue a range of concerns from the
political and social, the aesthetic and formal, to the self
and the personal, creating a dynamic dialogue with other
contemporary art practices.
Pushing Boundaries is on show at Farmleigh Gallery, Dublin,
until 23rd December 2016. Pushing Boundaries then moves
on to Dunamaise Arts Centre, Co. Laois Ireland, 12th
January – 18th February 2017.
Farmleigh Gallery, Farmleigh, Castleknock, Dublin 15
Ireland. For more details visit: http://printmakerscouncil.
com/exhibition/pushing-boundaries/
www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
or email: sumi_perera@hotmail.com
News from Johan Deumens Gallery, The Netherlands:
Concept and Idea in Art – work from the collection
Brokken Zijp Foundation of Art
Kunstraum Alexander Bürkle, Freiburg, Germany
Until 15th January 2017

Dieter Roth, Bok 3b/3d,
special edition, 1974,
Sammlung Brokken
Zijp Foundation of Art

Artists’ books and works by: Tauba Auerbach, Robert
Barry, Daniel Buren, Daniel Göttin, Katharina Hinsberg,
Sol LeWitt, François Morellet, David Reed, Gerhard
Richter, Dieter Roth, Richard Tuttle, Peter Tollens, Markus
Weggenmann, Christopher Wool, Beat Zoderer.
IO-OI the Soundscape series & IO-OI VII by Sumi Perera
are part of this exhibition which marks the first time that
the Printmakers Council have exhibited in Ireland. The title
Pushing Boundaries recognises that 2016 is a significant
year for Ireland as the centenary of the Irish Revolution
and the beginnings of a new nation. Many events are being
held across the country to mark the year and this exhibition
might be seen as a small but significant part of the living
historical process, taking place between Ireland and the UK.
This collection of work by members of the Printmakers
Council presents the very best of contemporary
printmaking practice. Printmakers Council has no house
style, embracing all forms of contemporary and traditional
original printmaking. Their growing membership means
that exhibitions are selected from an increasingly wider pool

Robert-Bunsen-Straße 5, 79108 Freiburg, Germany.
http://www.kunstraum-alexander-buerkle.de
Tues–Fri 11am – 5pm, Sun 11am – 5pm. Admission free.
http://www.johandeumens.com
Enitharmon Artists’ Books
Enitharmon, London, UK
Throughout December 2016
This exhibition brings together the definitive collection
of artists’ books that Enitharmon has published since
1987. Made in the traditional style of the livre d’artiste,
Enitharmon artists’ books are letterpress-printed on
luxurious sheets of paper, hand-bound, and paired with
unbound original prints. With a rich literary history,
primarily in poetry, Enitharmon is ideally placed by
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circumstance and tradition to produce works of art in the
form of books – objects of beauty and craftsmanship.
Working in collaboration with writers, artists, printmakers,
designers, typesetters and bookbinders of the highest
quality, Enitharmon Director Stephen Stuart-Smith has,
over 30 years created this unique collection of artists’ books,
defined by its de luxe characteristics, and the participation
of highly distinguished artists and writers such as Peter
Blake, Paula Rego, Harold Pinter, David Hockney, Michael
Craig-Martin and Jim Dine.

Above: Pendle Witches, Paula Rego
Below: The Disappeared, Harold Pinter and Tony Bevan

Interactive and easily portable, each artist’s book is a highly
collectible piece of fine art to treasure, and each edition
is the culmination of a particular project with a carefully
selected artist, which accounts for the visual diversity on
display. This intimate exhibition, shown in the Enitharmon
gallery & bookshop in Bloomsbury, provides a chance
to learn about the creation of de luxe artists’ books and
perhaps to buy one for yourself.
Enitharmon Editions
10 Bury Place, London, WC1A 2JL, UK
http://www.enitharmon.co.uk
Free entry. Open 10am - 6pm, Monday-Friday
From Here to…There
Concept and Technique in Artists’ Books
The 22nd Annual New Jersey Book Arts Exhibition
Archibald S. Alexander Library, Rutgers University, USA
Until 3rd January 2017

Exhibition curated by Amanda Thackray. Exhibiting Artists:
Aileen Bassis, The Creativity Caravan (Amy Tingle &
Maya Stein), Lesley Dill, Asha Ganpat, Karen Guancione,
Shellie Jacobson, Catherine LeCleire, MaryAnn Miller, Lois
Morrison, Heidi Neilson, Ali Osborne, Anna Pinto, Robin
Price, Miriam Schaer, Sarah K. Stengle, Amanda Thackray,
Marcia Wilson and others.
Archibald S. Alexander Library
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
169 College Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08901, USA
www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rulib/spcol/bookarts/intro.htm
Historic Futures: Artists Reinvent the Book
Reva and David Logan Gallery of Illustrated Books
The Legion of Honor, Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco, USA
Until 9th April 2017
The lineage of the artist’s book descends from the common
impulse to use pictures to tell stories. This connection
has held constant from Paleolithic cave paintings onward,
through the emergence of the artist’s book as a recognised
creative medium in the twentieth century. Historically,
artists have used the familiar elements of the book form paper, printing, binding - as opportunities for expression
and reinvention, sometimes challenging our notion of
what a book can be. Historic Futures features examples
documenting key moments in the evolution of the artist’s
book from the late 1700s to today.

Clifton Meador, Pankisi Prayer Rug, 2015

During the social and political upheavals of early twentiethcentury Europe, avant-garde artists, poets, and designers
re-imagined the book radically. This exhibition features
Dlia Golosa (For the Voice), the 1923 collaboration by El
Lissitzky and Vladimir Vladimirovich Mayakovsky that
was groundbreaking in its compositional interpretations of
poetry; Filippo Marinetti’s wild typographic transgressions,
as exemplified by his Les mots en liberté futuristes (Futurist
Words in Freedom, 1919); and LidantYU (1923), an early
book by publisher and artist Ilia Zdanevich (Ilazd), with
a text composed in Zaum, a Russian Futurist–invented
language.
The exhibition continues with contemporary works,
including Musashimaro (2013), by German artist Veronika
Schaepers, whose treatment of a short story by Japanese
author Choukitsu Kurumatani creates an immersive
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environment for reading. Examples such as this demonstrate
how artists continue to approach the book as a medium still
offering myriad possibilities for the creative imagination.
This exhibition is organised by the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco. Lincoln Park, 100 34th Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94121, USA.
https://legionofhonor.famsf.org/exhibitions/historic-futuresartists-reinvent-book
In Remembrance: People, Times, & Places
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 15th January 2017
Curated by Lucy Childs, In Remembrance: People, Times, &
Places reflects memories and thoughts about past people,
times, and places through fine-press books, artists’ books,
ephemera, wall-hangings, altars, and photography.

William Kentridge and Vivienne Koorland
Conversations in Letters and Lines
The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh, UK
Until 19th February 2017
This exhibition brings together work of two of South Africa’s
foremost visual artists, William Kentridge (animated film
maker, opera director, performer and draughtsman) and
Vivienne Koorland (painter, printmaker and maker of
objects). Kentridge and Koorland come from the same
generation of South African artists. Born in the 1950s, they
first met as university students in the mid-1970s when
Kentridge was studying political science at the University
of the Witwatersrand and Koorland was studying fine art at
the Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape Town.
They have been talking about art ever since. This exhibition
foregrounds a friendship of nearly forty years and a dialogue
which has been mutually enriching as the practice of each
has informed that of the other.

Detail: Jon McNaught, Dockwood. Published by Nobrow Press,
2012. http://jonmcnaught.co.uk

Featured Artists include: Jody Alexander :: Rhiannon Alpers
:: Simon Anderson :: Kathy Barr :: Carrie M Becker :: Sarah
Bodman :: Doro Boehme/Erik Baskauskas :: Marsha Carter
:: Macy Chadwick :: Nick Chase :: Lucy Childs :: Kathryn
Clark :: Thomas A. Clark :: Sas Colby :: Simon Cutts ::
Betsy Davids :: Mindell Dubansky :: Mark Eanes :: Nicholas
Felton :: Kate Godfrey :: Alisa Golden :: CJ Grossman :: John
Gullak :: Antic-Ham :: Romano Haenni :: Karen Hanmer
:: Susan King :: Lisa Kokin :: Alyson Kuhn :: Hedi Kyle ::
Shanna Leino :: Michael Leonard :: Annalee Levin :: Colleen
MacIsaac :: Nora McKinnon :: Jon McNaught :: Lucia Maria
Minervini :: Judith Mohns :: Chino Otsuka :: Penny Nii
:: Chris Rolik :: Laura Russell :: San Francisco School of
Needlework and Design :: Tea :: Temporary Services :: THE
THING Quarterly :: Rae Trujillo :: Erica Van Horn :: Frances
Van Maele :: Dorothy A Yule.
A fully illustrated catalogue of this exhibition is available
from San Francisco Center for the Book.
San Francisco Center for the Book, 375 Rhode Island Street,
San Francisco, USA. https://sfcb.org/In-Remembrance

For both artists questions of reading and looking are posed
by the inclusion of text. The bookish (its associations with
the learned and schooled as well as the reference to books
as traditional bearer and bringer of words) features literally
in both practices. Koorland has been painting on old book
pages since the 1980s as works like Vive Maman attest and
Kentridge has used books as the ground of his work since
the late 90s. More recently he has explored the effects of the
filmed ‘flip-book’ where reading and looking, in time and on
screen, become part of the point of the work. We will show a
range of these produced between 2011–2014. The synergies
between these diverse but related practices is compelling.
It will allow us to look at each artist afresh in the belief that
the specificity of each will become more visible, while the
historical/cultural links between them are revealed.
The Fruitmarket Gallery
45 Market Street, Edinburgh, EH1 1DF, UK.
http://www.fruitmarket.co.uk
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Francesc Ruiz - No Words, 3 Walls, 3D Porn
Florence Loewy Gallery, Paris, France
Until 18th December 2016
Francesc Ruiz’s new show at Florence Loewy Gallery is
a renewed approach to some of the leading issues he has
been developing in his most recent work: the use of comics
as cultural material understood in all its facets within the
context of contemporary art; the exploration of dissident
sexualities through the hidden historiographies of drawing
and comics; and the analysis of mass media and its current
status as a place of thought where freedom of expression and
censorship intermingle with the hegemonic perpetuation of
a certain dominant subjectivity and its disintegration.
The title ‘No Words, 3 Walls, 3D Porn’ is borrowed from
three of the mass communication medias mentioned in
Ray Bradbury’s novel Fahrenheit 451: comics with no text,
TV walls and three-dimensional porn magazines.

of which the next step resides in the material world and
the question of how we can bring the digital into our
physical reality.
This publication is not only a largely subjective
reconstruction of the comic that appears in the film,
it is also an exercise in restoration and a reflection upon
the status of comics as a mass media reviled in the Ray
Bradbury dystopia.
Accompanying this comic reproduction, a wall painting
showing a television screen links the space of the Florence
Loewy Gallery, with its three main walls, to the idea of an
enveloping wall of televisions as explored in Fahrenheit 451,
a kind of premonitory interactive television in the age that
preceded the Internet and the current trend for big flatscreen televisions. This image suggests the dissolution of
broadcasting and at the same time shows its obsolescence,
which makes the image recognisable only to an older
generation of cathode ray consumers.
The exhibition as a whole takes us to different places
to speak of technology, censorship, dystopic futurism,
forgotten pasts and saturated presents. It also speaks of the
materialisation of the virtual and the dematerialisation of
our bodies, in a hermeneutic movement that brings together
a book, a movie and a contemporary art gallery devoted to
artists’ publications.
9 rue de Thorigny, 75003 Paris, France.
http://www.florenceloewy.com

Detail: Fahrenheit 451’s Comic, Francesc Ruiz, 2016

The starting point of the show is a series of images derived
from the publication Fahrenheit 451’s Comic by Francesc
Ruiz, published by Captures éditions and launched on
the occasion of this exhibition. The publication is the
reconstruction of a prop from the film directed by François
Truffaut in 1966: a comic without text that the main
character browses for a few seconds while lying in bed.

From Scott McCarney:
Art of the Book exhibition
Central Library of Rochester & Monroe County, USA
Until 8th January 2017
The sixth annual international exhibition of artists book
and altered books displays a new sculptural piece
Encyclopedia Britannicanagram Jr. The volumes of a used
set of encyclopedia (purchased at the Rochester Central
Library’s bookstore) are arranged to spell out a new text
and bolted together.

The 8-page publication contains some original images of
the comic from the movie itself and others taken from the
still film images from the shooting and was completed after
research on styles and authors of the period, mixing some
material borrowed from James Bond comic strips (Truffaut’s
film was shot in Pinewood Studios in London with the
same production team as the James Bond movies) with new
content that helps to understand the meaning of both the
film and the novel, adding a new narrative perspective.
Truffaut did not show any 3D porn magazines in his film,
probably due to censorship issues or because he found it
unnecessary in his plot adaptation, but the idea of the 3d
porn magazine is present in our desire to re-materialize
something virtual like this comic. Just as Truffaut turned
text into image in his adaptation of the novel, so we act as
a contemporary prosumer now that virtual and augmented
reality frame the future of our relationship with technology,

Scott McCarney, Encyclopedia Britannicanagram Jr.
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Panagram, one of the books created two summers ago at
the Institute of Electronic Arts (a good pairing with the
encyclopedia) is also on display.
Lower Link Gallery, Central Library of Rochester & Monroe
County, 115 South Avenue, Rochester NY, USA
http://www3.libraryweb.org
http://scottmccarney.blogspot.com
Bookmarks XIV: Infiltrating the Library System
Online and at 10 venues
Until 28th February 2017
This annual series grew out of an aim to encourage
appreciation and awareness of artists working in the book
format. Participating artists each produce an edition of
100 signed and numbered bookmarks which are divided
into 100 sets; one full set being sent to each of the
contributing artists and the rest divided and sent in
distribution boxes to participating host venues around the
world, for visitors to enjoy.

As interest in the artist’s book has grown internationally
over these years, the bookmarks projects have now reached
a natural conclusion. Next year will see the final iteration
of the project; we will send bookmarks out to the final 10
venues and also do something special to celebrate the total
of 15 projects!
Bookmarks XIV has contributions by 31 artists from:
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
the UK, and USA. Many thanks to all the artists and venues
participating in our penultimate year of Bookmarks XIV.
We have bookmarks commemorating 400 years since the
death of William Shakespeare in Heather Chou’s hand-typed
‘Venus and Adonis’; Penny Maltby’s historical celebrations
of the linguistic impact of wool; 100 individually hand cut
bookmarks by Janine Partington; a welcome to refugees
from Ahlrich van Ohlen; photographs of end of summer
cicadas in the American South from Todd Zimmer, and
much more…
If you would like to join in as an artist or as a host venue for
Bookmarks XV, please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Bookmarks XV Infiltrating the Library System 2017-2018
will be the fifteenth and final outing, do feel free to join us
in our celebrations! General project info can be found here:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/projects/bookmarks.html
Please visit the bookmarks website for full venue addresses
and information: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bkmks14
Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here: Transcendent Hope
City College of San Francisco Library Exhibitions
Madeleine Haas Russell Gallery, Rosenberg Library, USA
Until 13th April 2017

Above: Bookmarks by Chris Ruston and Todd Zimmer, and
below: Heather Chou

Over the last fourteen years, the Bookmarks series of free
artwork distribution has visited 148 galleries, bookstores,
workshops, centres, schools, museums and libraries in
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, Denmark,
Egypt, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, The
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Singapore,
Spain, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the UK
and USA.
544 artists have contributed 54,700 bookmarks to the
fourteen projects to date. Each bookmark is stamped
with the current project’s website address, which directs
the taker of the bookmark to the gallery section of the
website. Visitors can view works by the artists and contact
contributors via their website and email links on our site.

Organised by Art Hazelwood. On March 5th 2007, a car
bomb exploded in the booksellers district, Al-Mutanabbi
Street, in Baghdad. Poet Beau Beausoleil working from
his bookstore in the Sunset district sent a plea to the
cultural world to stand in solidarity with the victims of this
tragedy and preserve its memory. He did this for his fellow
booksellers in Iraq, but also in defence of culture against
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those who would destroy it. The project has been embraced
by poets, broadside printers, and artist book makers. This
exhibition is a selection of prints, broadsides and artists’
books. The printmaking on display represents the work of
fifty artists from around the world.
Madeleine Haas Russell Gallery, 2nd Floor, Louise & Claude
Rosenberg, Jr. Library, Library and Learning Resources
Building, 50 Phelan Ave. San Francisco, CA 94112, USA.
Monday-Thursday: 7:45am - 7:45pm
Friday: 7:45am - 2:45pm, Saturday: 10am - 1:45pm
Library is closed on days when classes are not in session.
https://ccsfexhib.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/al-mutanabbistreet-starts-here-transcendent-hope/
Curated by Archivio del ’900: Focus Collezioni
Tra nucleare e patafisica. Libri e riviste dalla donazione Baj
Mart Rovereto, Italy
Until 2nd April 2017
The donation by Roberta Cerini Baj Archive of ‘900 Mart
includes an extraordinary group of documents related
to Pataphysics, defined by its creator, Alfred Jarry as
the science of imaginary solutions. Baj, who was closely
involved with the main exponents of AGF ‘Pataphysique’,
was among the founders of ‘Institutum Patafisicum
Mediolanense.

Mart Rovereto, Corso Bettini 43, 38068 Rovereto, Italy.
Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 6pm, Friday 10am - 9pm, Monday
closed. http://www.mart.tn.it
ARTISTS’ BOOKS: New Acquisitions Exhibition
Until March 1, 2017
Boreas Fine Art, Chicago, USA
Boreas Fine Art is pleased to announce an exhibition
of over twenty-four newly acquired artists’ books. This
combination of new publications and iconic post-war titles
features important book works never before or rarely seen
in Chicago by artists including Marcel Broodthaers, Peter
Doig, Kiki Smith, Ed Ruscha, Buzz Spector, Martin Puryear
and others.
Alongside artists well-established in the contemporary
art world, this exhibition introduces and contextualises
important works by emerging talents already well-known
and deeply collected by prestigious special collections
libraries: Russell Maret and Veronika Schapers are artists
whose conceptual rigour and sophisticated craft transcends
disciplinary boundaries. Their work exemplifies the book
as one of contemporary arts’ most essential and relevant
“intermedia” platforms.
Since opening in 2013, Boreas Fine Art has quickly become
a leader in the exhibition and private sales of post-war
and contemporary artists’ books, placing works into
international private and institutional collections including
the University of Chicago, College of William & Mary and
many others. Boreas Fine Art is owned and operated by
Michael Thompson, who has published and lectured widely
on the artist’s book. His essay “The 2014 Whitney Biennial:
the Book as Medium in Contemporary American Art,” was
published in The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of
America in 2015.
Boreas Fine Art, 260 E. Chestnut, Suite 1714, Chicago, IL,
USA. Gallery hours by appointment.
http://www.boreasfineart.com/current-exhibition.html

Asger Jorn, Fin de Copenhague, Bauhaus Imaginiste, 1957. Mart,
Archivio del ‘900, fondo Baj

It is therefore natural that within his library and papers
archive there is huge core documentation to transform the
Database of ‘900 into the main centre of Italian research
dedicated to this theme. In addition to correspondence
with some French protagonists such as Raymond
Queneau, Latis, Ferry and Jean Raymond Fleury, Baj
archive preserves precious core publications of AGF
‘Pataphysique’(1949-1975) and its followers, the Cymbalum
Pataphysiqum (1975-2000), and (ironically) institutions that
promoted Pataphysics, and unpublished writings of Alfred
Jarry, Guillaume Apollinaire, Marcel Duchamp, Eugene
Ionesco, Boris Vian, René Clair, Jean Baudrillard,
Raymond Queneau.
This exhibition includes artists’ books, documentation,
novels and ephemera such as printed postcards, stamps and
stickers from the collection.

Drawn Out, Drawn Over:
Mapping the Territory of Experience
Brentwood Arts Exchange, Riverdale, USA
16th January - 11th March 2017
Opening Reception: Saturday 21st January 2017, 5-8pm
Curated by Nicole Brugnoli of George Mason University.
Artists: Carmon Colangelo, Kathy Dlugos, Helen Frederick,
Rebecca Kamen, Sergio Soave, Bev Ress, Walter Kravitz,
Alan Crockett, Suuny Bellison, Casey Doyle, Carol Brode,
Pati Beachley, Matt Pinney, Buzz Spector, Michael Pestel,
Michael Mercil, and Carole Garmon.
Drawn Out, Drawn Over: Mapping the Territory of
Experience aims to field a visual conversation about
drawing approaches by featuring 10-15 selected artists
living throughout the United States, most of who have had
dedicated careers as academics. Their institutions range
from small liberal arts colleges, community colleges, and
some of the largest research institutions in the country.
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The artists have been selected from locations where the
curator has lived over the past 15 years; Pittsburgh, PA,
Columbus, OH and Washington, DC, and they range
from emerging artists, at the beginning of their careers, to
internationally renowned artists and academics in their
given fields of expertise.
The exhibition expands the definition of drawing from
the usual materials and processes to derivations in form
and context therefore showcasing drawing-based new
approaches to mark making, three dimensionality, and
installation, digital and virtual concepts.
In relation to how these artists maintain their studio
practices, they pursue careers in teaching, though this
dual-career model has shifted radically in the last 10 years
as tenure track positions are fewer and adjunct positions
increase at unfathomable rates.

academia or life commitments makes being in the studio
challenging and sometimes impossible. Drawing, as a form
or idea knocks down the physical walls of the studio, and
opens up the world to critical examination at any moment
in time. Line, text, mark, space and time are each separately
and together, tools for making. Abstractions are capable
of giving form to the observed reality of daily life and
movement.
Each artist has been asked to create new work for this
exhibition under the guise of these ideas, though honouring
entirely their own pre-existing research. Drawn Out, Drawn
Over: Mapping the Territory of Experience delivers unique
aesthetic and personal experimental works as a witness to
how artists and academic pedagogies are now in play.
Brentwood Arts Center, 3901 Rhode Island Avenue,
Brentwood 20722, USA. Admission free.
http://arts.pgparks.com/Our_Facilities/Brentwood_Arts_
Exchange_Gateway_Arts_Center.htm

cdla,1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
Open Wednesday to Saturday from 11.00 to 13.00 and 14.00
to 18.30 except public holidays. Closed between the 24th of
December and January 30th. Free entry.
http://cdla.info/en/expositions

Buzz Spector, il Castello, 2009. Altered book (detail), copy of
Franz Kafka, il Castello, Verona, Italy: A. Mondadori, 1949

The contribution in the regions from each of these artists
has played a role in developing important movements in
contemporary drawing. The viewers will acquire an insight
into various approaches to drawing and mark making
generally unseen.
The complex concepts of mapping and experience as
permutations of movement, memory, examination,
geography, energy, investigation, recording, curiosity and
play, will be platforms for the research for this exhibition.
Drawing traditionally is a process often unseen to general
audiences and usually exists to give vital form or structure
to the artist’s primary studio practice. It is as much process
and making as it is play. Drawing is the pulse of most
processes and the means to keep making when our work in
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Cities in Flight or the satellite variations | solo show |
Claudia de la Torre. Opening 16th December 2016 at
Rinomina, 23 rue du Petit-Musc, 75004 Paris, France.
http://rinomina.com
http://www.claudiadelatorre.com
OPSLAG NEDSLAG - Danish Artists’ Books
The Black Diamond, The Royal Library
Copenhagen, Denmark
Until 11th March 2017
A large-scale exhibition at The Black Diamond offers the
first-ever comprehensive overview of Danish contributions
to a growing genre: artists’ books. The exhibition OPSLAG
NEDSLAG – Danish Artists’ Books presents selected works
that span six decades – including books by towering figures
such as Asger Jorn, Per Kirkeby, Sven Dalsgaard and Tal R
as well as a range of all-new works by present-day artists
such as Amalie Smith and Lea Porsager.
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Photo credit: Laura Stamer and The Royal Library, Copenhagen

Recent years have seen a resurgence in the general interest
in artists’ books. In Denmark the genre has become the
object of particular academic study, new publications, and
the book fair One Thousand Books. OPSLAG NEDSLAG
presents six themed selections that showcase the history
and stylistic universe of artists’ books on Danish soil from
the late 1950s to the present day. The exhibition explores the
great range of themes and materials used in artists’ books,
focusing on the medium itself, the creative process, different
styles within the genre and its historical context.
Additional nuance and perspective is provided by focusing
on eight main artists, elucidating their artists’ books by
means of installations and supplementary works of art from
other genres.

now a much sought-after collectors’ item. The exhibition
also focuses on the process from material to book,
exhibiting never-before-seen materials from the private
archives of artists such as Tal R, Bjørn Nørgaard, Jesper
Fabricius, Lene Adler Petersen and Asger Jorn. Visitors will
be able to leaf through many of the works; approximately
one fifth of the works on display can be handled. As is amply
demonstrated at the Royal Library, the artists’ book practice
remains very vibrant and relevant today. Following the 2017
merger with the Danish National Art Library, the library
will also be home to Denmark’s largest and most important
collection of artists’ books.

Photo credit: Laura Stamer and The Royal Library, Copenhagen

The exhibition is curated by Thomas Hvid Kromann, PhD
researcher at the Department of Manuscripts and Rare
Books. Kromann is a specialist on artists’ books and coeditor of the standard reference work Danske kunstnerbøger
(2013).
Main artists featured: Asger Jorn, Per Kirkeby, Tal R, Jesper
Fabricius, Sven Dalsgaard, Martin Larsen, Bjørn Nørgaard,
Lene Adler Petersen. Supplementary works by: Amalie
Smith, Henrik Have, Lasse Krog Møller, Christian Vind,
Albert Mertz, Per Højholt, Jytte Rex, K.J. Almqvist, Eva
Kinch Brønsted, Lea Porsager and others.
Photo credit: Laura Stamer and The Royal Library, Copenhagen

Since the 1950s, mass-produced artists’ books have offered
artists an excellent way of distributing their art outside of
galleries, museums and other institutional constraints. The
books vary greatly in terms of their material formats: from
Sven Dalsgaard’s small pamphlets distributed via mail to
Martin Larsen’s eight-volume work spanning almost 6,000
pages; from standard books to works that experiment with
e.g. sandpaper covers, or which – like Per Kirkeby’s beautiful
blå, tid – are entirely blue. The exhibition offers a chance to
see the pioneering work Fin de Copenhague (“The End of
Copenhagen”), published by Asger Jorn and French writer/
filmmaker Guy Debord in 1957. Jorn and Debord’s bright
and bold montage piece has a cover made out of flong (a
waste product created in newspaper production), which has
very distinctive material properties. The use of flong means
that each of the 200 copies made has a unique cover. Now,
for the first time since the book was printed in May 1957,
several copies of the work will be present in the same room:
the exhibition presents no less than six copies. The work is
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Søren Kierkegaards Plads 1, Copenhagen, Denmark.
http://www.kb.dk
http://www.kb.dk/en/dia/udstillinger/opslag_nedslag.html
GOLNAR ADILI: perhaps all the sky is unable to turn a
page of this tightness of the heart
Booklyn, NY, USA
Until 31st December 2016
Curated by Janna Dyk. Booklyn is pleased to present an
exhibition of prints, collages, and a new artist’s book by
Golnar Adili.
Since 2009, the bulk of Adili’s work deals directly with the
extensive personal archive of family letters and documents
that she found upon the death of her father, a member of
the Iranian intelligentsia who was forced to flee in the wake
of the post-1979 revolution. Adili negotiates these textures
of her personal history as one might a quilt formed from
the clothing of many garments. Glimpses from literature,
Persian poetry, and Iranian cultural and political history
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coexist amidst a palpable emotional subterrain.
“There is so much here that my father clearly knew I would
eventually see.”
The exhibition at Booklyn focus on two series formed from
this material. One is a selection of large hand-made prints
redacted from an impassioned set of letters that Adili’s
father wrote to a lover: the writings exist as a repeating set
of the Persian vowel “yeh,” which resembles the upcurve of
an ocean wave. Assembled in a visually similar shape are a
set of epigrammatic collaged drawings that Adili has culled
from family photographs of hands. A new artist’s book
arranges these works together into an attentive, notational
visual language, contextualised by Adili’s own writing.

This exhibition is made possible in part by the New York
State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor
Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature and
additionally in part by public funds from the New York City
Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership with the City
Council.
Workshop with Golnar Adili, 10th December 11am-1pm
In the spirit of the ideas considered in her current exhibition
at Booklyn, artist Golnar Adili will teach a workshop
addressing pattern, memory, and loss through several
printmaking techniques, including collage, photo transfer,
stenciling, and gold leafing. Details at:
https://www.facebook.com/events/570321279833740/
Booklyn
37 Greenpoint Ave, #E4G, Brooklyn, New York 11222, USA.
Gallery hours are Monday/Tuesday/Thursday/Friday, 125pm, or by appointment. http://booklyn.org
Type, Text, Typography
Klaus Center for the Arts, Marymount California
University, USA
Until 18th January 2017
Laurie Szujewska has six works included in Marymount
California University, Arts and Media, “Text, Type, and
Typography” curated by Professor Michael Powe.
The exhibition showcases the use of typography through
the eyes of designers and fine artists.
Marymount California University, 430 W. 6th Street, San
Pedro, CA 90731, USA.
Gallery hours are 11am to 3pm Monday - Friday.
http://www.ensatinapress.com/alphaworks/

Endless gestural repetitions of hands, fingers, and the
occasional forearm are mitigated by a constellation of
threads of graphite and the patterning formed of aligned
images. Adili examines such visual movements as might
a scientist studying the habits and patterns of a species.
So too the collages nod back to the photographic studies
of Eadweard Muybridge. The obsessiveness is devotional:
endearing, affectionate. A psychological and physiological
portrait study of the father. Through this emergence, it
is at once a specific father; her father, and yet one who
figuratively approaches an archetype, existing simply as
a person whose presence remains only in words and
papers, in the memory and investigative imaginings of
another generation.
In this way the work exudes a resilient universality,
bringing with it questions of identity, memory, loss, place,
and translation; seeming bedfellows of an unconquerable
longing to understand one’s history.
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Shakespeare Now
Museo Archeologico Nazionale della Valle del Sarno, Italy
5th December 2016 – 6th January 2017
‘Shakespeare Now’ Book Art Exhibition goes to Sarno,
Italy. Details of the arrangements for Liverpool Book Art’s
‘Shakespeare Now’ book art exhibition to travel to Italy
have been confirmed. A selection of the works from the
‘Shakespeare Now’ exhibition will be on display at the
Museo Archeologico Nazionale della Valle del Sarno in
Sarno. The exhibition opens on 5th December, and will
continue until 6th January 2017.
Following the success of the exhibition in Liverpool’s
Central Library (4th June – 31st July), Liverpool Book
Art was invited to develop a cultural partnership focused
on book art with the City of Sarno and the University of
Cassino & Southern Lazio, between Rome and Naples.
This exhibition is the first activity in realisation of the
partnership. The prestigious venue is one of the three
National Museums in Campania Region.
In other exciting news, the Academy of Fine Arts in Napoli
has agreed to join the cultural partnership. A formal
Cultural Twinning Agreement between all parties will be
signed in Sarno during the first week of the exhibition. The
aim of the partnership is to foster friendship, cooperation
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and collaboration across a range of cultural activities,
including conferences, exhibitions, educational and cultural
exchanges. Discussions will be held during the first week
of the exhibition amongst the cultural partners to explore
and plan further activities, to take place in Italy and the UK
throughout 2017. Discussions are also taking place with
prospective UK partners.

Christine Toh, Othello

Keep up to date via the Liverpool Book Art LAB Facebook
page: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Liverpool-BookArt/280161178807793
Museo Archeologico Nazionale della Valle del Sarno,
via Cavour 7, Sarno 84087, Italy.
Open 9am-6pm daily. Tel: +39 081 941451
Museo Archeologico Nazionale Della Valle Del Sarno
on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Museo-Archeologico-Nazionale-Della-Valle-DelSarno/682113658550294

Richard Tipping: Coming from the poetry world originally,
I like publication – not just of books, but of stickers,
postcards, badges, screenprints, and especially objects.
Multiples are mechanically produced small sculptures, often
in an unlimited edition. Influences on my work include the
Fluxus movement of the 1960s, and concrete poetry.
Some of my work is variations upon existing sign templates,
such as changing Wrong Way Go Back to Wrong Day Go
Back. This design has been selling as a pressed-aluminium
sign of postcard size since 2004, including through MoMA
in New York. The result is that Wrong Day is now a ‘meme’
and has been ripped off and reproduced endlessly without
any acknowledgement. The same applies to many of my
invented signs, including Notice: Thank You. This sign
design was first produced for the precinct of the Powerhouse
Centre for the Live Arts, along with ten other signs in 2001.
Some of these have been damaged, and some stolen.
grahame galleries + editions
1 Fernberg Road, Paddington, QLD 4064, Australia.
http://www.grahamegalleries.com.au/

Let it keep secrets - Michael Gibbs 1949-2009
Throughout Amsterdam until 18th December 2016
A series of events in Amsterdam, including exhibitions,
lectures and performances celebrating the early work of the
writer, visual artist, critic and publisher Michael Gibbs.

Richard Tipping - sign here: multiples and prints
grahame galleries + editions, Queensland, Australia
Until 17th December 2016

Detail Un Poème Symboliste, Michael Gibbs, 1977.

As a pioneer in visual poetry Gibbs maintained a love-hate
relation with language, resulting in a fascinating body of
work. With his independent art magazines ‘Kontexts’ and
‘Artzien’, Michael Gibbs provided the avant-garde of the
1970s and 1980s in Amsterdam a significant platform on
an international level.
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Michael Gibbs’ archive will be open to the public at last.
‘Let it keep secrets’ consists of a varied programme with
performances and installations at several locations.
The publication Michael Gibbs - ‘All or nothing and other
pages’ will be launched during during the events in
Amsterdam, publishd by Uniformbooks in collaboration
with Boekie Woekie - 2016.
Updates and full programme: www.michaelgibbs.nl
Locations: Boekie Woekie, Soledad Senlle, De Appel,
Stedelijk Museum, Gerrit Rietveld Academie, Michael Gibbs
studio, WG kunst, OBA - AMSTERDAM
‘Let it keep secrets’ has been made possible with grants from
the Amsterdam Fund for the Arts, the Mondriaan Fund and
Soledad Senlle.

Onomatopee presents - Eva Olthof:
Return to Rightful Owner
Van Abbemuseum Library, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Until 6th January 2017
OMP116 / Cabinet project: Eva Olthof ’s new installation
Return to Rightful Owner invites visitors to consider
the thin line between the private act of reading and the
public space of a library. Olthof combines ideologically
loaded texts, carved on library facades, with the politics of
forgetting, remembering and citing. The starting point of
the installation and her eponymous book is the complex
political history of the American Memorial Library
(Amerika-Gedenkbibliothek, AGB) in Berlin. This was the
first American style “open access public library”, founded in
the 1950s as a gift to the inhabitants of West Berlin, where
for the first time different sorts of literature were made
available there for every layer of the society.

Rheinbücher - Der Rhein von seinen schönsten Seiten
Kunst - und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, Bonn, Germany
Until 22nd January 2017

Eva Olthof: Return to Rightful Owner, installation view at the Van
Abbemuseum’s library. Photograph Peter Cox, Van Abbemuseum

Heinrich Heine, Der Rabbi von Bacherach. Unique book by Burgi
Kühnemann, 1996

In the library of the Bundeskunsthalle in Bonn, the
Klingspor Museum has arranged an exhibition with 10
books under the title ‘Der Rhein von seinen schönsten
Seiten’ (The Rhine from its most beautiful sides).
The exhibition is open until 22 January 2017 in the
lobby of the library. The presentation of the book art
works accompanies the exhibition DER RHEIN. EINE
EUROPÄISCHE RUSSIOGRAPHIE, which the Kunsthalle
is showing until next year. The books have emerged from
artists working with a variety of Rhein-based subject matter
including legends, history, landscape, or the physical course
of the river.
der Bibliothek der Bundeskunsthalle, Kunst- und
Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland,
Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 4, 53113 Bonn, Germany.
http://www.offenbach.de/kultur-und-tourismus/museen/
klingspor-rhein-07.10.16.php
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The new installation links the observations Eva Olthof made
during a research trip in 2015 to a number of public libraries
in the United States (Boston, Baltimore, Washington D.C.
and Detroit) with material from her book Return to Rightful
Owner. In the United States these often monumental library
buildings are frequently inscribed with texts on the façades
referring to the creation of the American democratic
state under the rule of law. The promises of free access to
knowledge and information, literally shown on the façades
of the libraries, are diametrically opposed to recent events
in the United States. Edward Snowden could be put away as
a traitor for sharing information which concerns that very
democracy in America. These libraries served as a source
of inspiration for the American Memorial Library, which
implemented the same ideological promises in West Berlin.
Eva Olthof has been working on publications, installations
and performances in which she examines the history
of specific locations and events since 2010. She collects
different sorts of images and texts in her fieldwork, archive
work and photography, and then rearranges them to create
a new installation. In the selection process serendipity,
ambiguity and irony play an important role.
Curated by Kris Dittel. Van Abbemuseum library,
Bilderdijklaan 10, 5611 NH Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Tuesday to Friday from 11am – 5pm, free.
https://vanabbemuseum.nl/en/visit/library/
http://www.onomatopee.net
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Repro Show
Hanover Project, University of Central Lancashire,
Preston, UK
Until 15th December 2016
Craig Atkinson of Café Royal Books has organised this as
a development of Café Royal projects curated over the past
few years: The International Drawing Project (2012), 2013
Project (2013), and Index (2014). Details of these can be
seen here, http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/projects/

In-habitation - Helen Scalway, Claire Reed, Alison Clarke
The Stone Space, London, UK
3rd December 2016 – 7th January 2017
Artists Helen Scalway, Claire Reed and Alison Clarke
present an exhibition, In-habitation, investigating ideas
related to ‘dwelling’. The exhibition includes a number of
artists’ books. The artists have been exploring the theme
of dwelling over the last two years. In-habitation brings
together a rich variety of media: digital, drawing, models
and book art to explore the notion of structure as a
metaphor for the self and as a framework for belonging.
The artists have collaborated in thought and process to
present thought provoking, engaging work dealing with the
themes of strength, fragility and belonging in ‘habitation’.

Themes for Repro show:
• Using ‘the gallery’ as a project space.
• ‘Dematerialising the art object’ (Lippard, Lucy R. Six Years:
The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972.
University of California Press, 1997).
• Democratising the art object.
• Creating informal artists’ multiples.
• Placing emphasis on the image not the form.
• Dissemination of art, internationally, quickly, and using
accessible means and processes to create art.
Repro show includes many forms of artwork. Text based,
appropriated, drawing, notes, sculpture, documentation,
print, publications, multiples, audio, public art…
Some of the work will have been used, published or shown
before - some new, unseen or found. The context in this case
is the autonomous image, and the collective processes of the
project being developed, displayed, recorded and published.
Any previous context, meaning or reason for the works
included is irrelevant to this project.
All work selected for inclusion in the show is standardised
by printing black on ISO sized paper using a photocopier
and being taped to the wall.
The exhibition will be updated and added to throughout
the show. The project will be documented and displayed
/ archived online. There will be a publication made of
the project in the New Year. The gallery becomes an
experimental space, presenting international works that
would otherwise not be placed together. Away from their
original context, sequenced, and unified by a simple print
process and display mechanism.
Hanover Project, Hanover Building, University of Central
Lancashire, Preston PR1 2HE, UK.
www.caferoyalbooks.com/projects/#/repro-project-2016/
https://hanoverproject.wordpress.com
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Meet the artists: Scalway, Reed and Clarke will be in the
gallery to speak about their work on 10th December at
1.30pm.
The Stone Space is open Thursdays and Fridays 2-6 pm,
Saturdays 12-5 pm, Sundays 12-4 pm. Please note that
the gallery will be closed between December 15th 2016
and January 5th 2017. The Stone Space, 6 Church Lane,
Leytonstone, London E11 1HG, UK.
https://thestonespace.wordpress.com
Patricia Silva and Lyall Harris
Jefferson-Madison Regional Library, Crozet, USA
31st January – 14th March 2017
In 2017, Patricia Silva and Lyall Harris will exhibit their
recently completed collaborative bookworks, Meeting Places
/ Luoghi d’incontro, at the Jefferson-Madison Regional
Library in Crozet, VA (Jan 31-March 14, 2017) and at the
San Francisco Public Library (June 10-Sept 14, 2017).
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Nancy Campbell is an artist and writer. Her books include
Vantar | Missing, Death of a Foster Son and How To Say ‘I
Love You’ In Greenlandic: An Arctic Alphabet. Her poetry
collection, Disko Bay (Enitharmon Press) was shortlisted for
the Forward Prize for Best First Collection in 2016.
www.nancycampbell.co.uk

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ulises is a new bookshop and curatorial platform that has
just opened in Philadelphia, USA, dedicated to artists’
books and independent art publications. Performing the
model of a quarterly periodical, each curatorial season
of Ulises invites contributors to present publications,
workshops, lectures, artworks or collaborations in response
to a theme.

From 23rd March to 15th April 2017, Silva and Harris
will co-create work in real time at the Santa Reparata
International School of Art (SRISA) Gallery in Florence,
Italy, using materials furnished by the public.
As part of exhibition programming, the artists will be giving
public lectures and workshops. Harris and Silva met in
Florence, Italy in 2013.
Jefferson-Madison Regional Library, 2020 Library Avenue
Crozet, VA 22932, USA. http://www.jmrl.org/br-crozet.htm
For further information please go to:
https://lyallharris.com/collaborations/

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Nancy Campbell, The Astonishing Polar Tombola, 2015-17.
Participatory artwork including letterpress printed cards
and artist’s book. Photograph: the artist.
The Polar Tombola is a live literature event / art intervention
on endangered Arctic language and landscape. It introduces
audiences to West Greenlandic (Kalaallisut) which has been
assigned ‘vulnerable’ status in UNESCO’s Atlas of World
Languages in Danger. Players are asked ‘If you had to lose
a word from your own language, what would it be?’
A book on the project will be published in Spring 2017,
with contributions from writers and artists including
Sarah Bodman, Vahni Capildeo, Will Eaves, Pippa
Hennessy, Nasim Marie Jafry, Lisa Matthews, Phil Owen
and Richard Price.
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NO.01: ACTIVE VOICE, is the first programme of events
and runs until 22nd January 2017
Active Voice considers the voice in relation to listening,
language, and political agency through a series of programs,
artworks, readings, events, and curated publications from
contributors Mark Beasley, Hannah Black, and Steffani
Jemison. Active Voice seeks to address the performative and
embodied potential of the voice and its ability to reify and
limit political and social realities.
Visit the website for full programme details: http://ulises.us
31 E Columbia Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19125, USA
hello@ulises.us
Open Sat & Sun 12 – 6pm
Abecedarian Gallery has moved and is now
Abecedarian Artists’ Books
Over the last nine years Abecedarian Gallery has
orchestrated 70+ curated exhibitions, the majority of them
focused on contemporary book works. Thousands of book
works have found new homes, and thousands of gallery
visitors have had an opportunity to examine these unusual
works first hand.   The new space, in addition to having
hundreds of artists’ books for visitors to enjoy (open by
appointment and for special events), will function as a
meeting and workshop space for book arts related events.
Now located in unit #15 of the 910 Creative Complex (same
building as before), above the coffee shop and overlooking
the courtyard.
Abecedarian Artists’ Books
910 Santa Fe Drive #15, Denver, CO 80204, USA.
Visit the website for up to date news and events:
http://www.abecedariangallery.com
BOOK ISH NESS – World Book Night 2017
Will you join in? Wherever you are, World Book Night
United Artists invite you to contribute to our World Book
Night project for 2017: BOOK ISH NESS. To do so, please
read a book about the Loch Ness Monster; it can be of any
title your choosing. Once you have read the book and know
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a little more about the history of the monster, please either:
1) Design a book cover for an imaginary publication about
the Loch Ness Monster – it could be fact or fiction, it is
entirely up to you. It will need a title, author and publisher
name and date.
2) Email a photograph of your sighting of the Loch Ness
Monster, make sure you record the time and date of your
sighting and write that in your email so we can credit your
sighting properly. Of course, your sighting of the Loch Ness
Monster may well have been staged, we will never know.
Of course you are very welcome to do both if you wish.
Please send your contributions by wetransfer or similar to
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk and please email Sarah to let her
know you are sending them. Deadline: 8th March 2017

We – the World Book Night United Artists - will be heading
to Scotland on an expedition in early March 2017. Our
search party - led by artist Stephen Fowler will conduct a
survey of Loch Ness and record our findings in order to
publish a small pamphlet BOOK ISH NESS on our return.
Alongside our published ‘research’ we will illustrate the
book with photographs of actual sightings sent in by
contributors, and compile a visual bibliography of
books about the Loch Ness Monster from the fictional
book covers.
Our previous ventures for World Book Night have included
themed project tributes to Margaret Atwood (Serena Joy),
Charles Bukowski (Post Office), Raymond Carver (Some
Small, Good Things), Douglas Coupland (Toast: A Night
on Weevil Lake), Patricia Highsmith (Dinner and A Rose),
Stephen King (Shine On) and Donna Tartt (The Secrets
of Metahemeralism). All of these are archived on the
exhibitions and events page of our website:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions.html
For 2017, out tribute is to the weird and wonderful, the
scientific and practical, believing and sceptical endeavours
recorded in publications about the Loch Ness Monster –
hence the apt title of BOOK ISH NESS by Linda Williams.
Stephen Fowler has compiled a list of recommended titles,
download it here: http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/pdf/
newspdfs/LochNessReading.pdf
All contributors will receive a copy of the artist’s book and
a BOOK ISH NESS badge.
Questions? Email Sarah at: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news.html#bookishness-wbn
COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
London Centre for Book Arts - workshops
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an artist-run,
open-access educational and resource centre dedicated to
book arts. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts
and artist-led publishing in the UK through teaching and
access to specialist facilities. We host regular workshops in
bookbinding, printing, and other related disciplines.

New workshop dates just added to our calendar (up to
June!) including letterpress, paper marbling & advice
sessions http://londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk

Above: top - Sighting November 12th 2016 at 3pm, and below book cover design, both sent in by Cathey Webb, UK
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1st February 2017: One-on-one advice session for artists,
designers and makers with Sarah Bodman. A perfect
opportunity to ask questions and recieve feedback on a
particular project or guidance on how to turn an idea
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into a book or publication. Each session is tailored to the
individual artist, or artists working collectively. Advice,
information and guidance will be availale on a wide range of
topics relating to production and distribution. The sessions
are £20 for standard bookings, or £10 for Friends of LCBA.
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/advice-session-one-on-oneconsultations-with-sarah-bodman-tickets-29672118104
London Centre for Book Arts, Unit 18, Ground Floor,
Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ,
UK. http://londonbookarts.org
Bookbinding and book arts courses at Malvern School
of Art, UK
Malvern School of Art in the UK offers a wide range of
courses on traditional bookbinding and experimental book
arts. We have amazing facilities including various presses,
guillotine, blocking press and a wide range of materials.

10.30am - 4.30pm in Crouch Hill, London N19.
All materials are included. Various skills demonstrated
and taught so that you make and take home your
completed book.
Express your creativity and design your individual, hardbacked and sewn, multi-section book. Also learn alternate
structures so that you can leave with the skills needed to
make books at home - whether for your own drawings/
prints/photos, and notebooks, or just left blank for gifts.
£70 per one full-day workshop (or can be split into half days
to suit) For further information please contact:
Debra Thompson. Tel: 02072634136
tufnellartpress@googlemail.com
www.tufnellartpress.co.uk
(min. age 18 years - Please note these workshops are not
for restoring books)
Classes at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
MCBA offers classes for adults on a wide variety of topics
and at all skill levels, from total beginner to seasoned expert.
Supply fees cover workshop materials and expendable
studio supplies such as solvents, rags, waste disposal, safety
supplies and small tools. Sales tax is included in the total.
Adult classes are eligible for credit toward MCBA’s Core
Certificate or Advanced Certificate in Book Arts; more
information is available on the Certificate Programs page:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/certificate

Next Saturday class: Sat, 11th February “Mark-making for
book making”, 10am-4pm, £55 including materials.
Malvern School of Art Albert Road North, Malvern,
Worcestershire, WR14 2YH, UK. For more information and
booking call 01684 565351 or email Anna Yevtukh-Squire:
anna@anna-art.co.uk
London - Bookbinding Workshops with Debra Thompson
Dates throughout 2016/17
Introduction To Basic Bookbinding For Beginners:
individual tuition - one to one.

MCBA has recently expanded our hours to offer greater
access to our gallery and shop, and more convenience to
those participating in our evening and weekend classes.
Monday – Saturday: 9:30am to 6:30pm. Tuesdays open late:
9:30am to 9pm, Sundays: noon to 5pm
Gallery admission is always free.
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S.
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
Australian National Conference of Bookbinders
University of Canberra, 25th - 27th March 2017
The 2017 bookbinding conference in Canberra promises to
be inspiring, exciting and most enjoyable. Binders from all
places are talking about it, from Europe to the Americas and
of course Australia and New Zealand. This is an event for all
binders: those who are just starting out; those who are a bit
experienced; and the professional binder.

Make Your Own Book: 1 Day / 2 Day / 3 Day workshops.
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What will be happening? There will be demonstrations
of various binding techniques by Australian and overseas
binders; information about leather – what is best for binders
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to achieve the results we all crave; ways to house our
beautiful bindings; inspirations on endpapers; etc.
There will be trade tables offering a variety of leathers,
papers, tools and lots more that will become essentials for
our collections. You can expect an exciting and stimulating
few days. Programme information can be found at:
http://www.canberrabookbinders.org.au/news/
conference-2017/programme/
Australian National Conference of Bookbinders, 25th –
27th March 2017 at the Anne Harding Conference Centre,
University of Canberra, ACT 2617, Australia. Any queries
can be sent to Joy Tonkin at: bookarts@webone.com.au
Book arts: experimental structures
With Clare Bryan at the City Lit, London, UK
23rd January – 27th February 2017
6 Mondays 10.30 – 4.30

With opportunity to practise and produce a number
of models that will provide you with a good working
knowledge of the materials and techniques required to
enable you to develop your pop-up skills within the book
form - For beginners. Course code: VD290
Contact City Lit: 020 7831 7831 or visit
http://www.citylit.ac.uk
Courses offered at St Bride Foundation, London, UK
One-Day Adana Course and Three-Week Composition
Letterpress Courses. A variety of bookbinding courses,
delivered by Shepherds Bookbinders, catering to different
abilities. These courses include evening and day time
sessions. Wood Engraving (Relief Printing) Courses
Printing on a Wooden Handpress
For more information and online booking visit:
http://www.sbf.org.uk/print-workshop
BINDING re:DEFINED
The 2017 programme kicks off with two brand new
workshops, taught by binders who are in the UK for the
first time, Katinka Keus and Kylin Lee.
REVERSIBLE CARTON BINDINGS
20th - 22nd February 2017, Tutor Katinka Keus

Using theatrical book structures such as the star and tunnel
books, you will experiment with collage and paper cutthroughs to explore your ideas through layers, depth and
structure developing your skills in the making of unique
hand made books. Suitable for beginners and those with
some experience. Course code: VD288
Paper engineering: pop-ups & the artist’s book
With Clare Bryan at the City Lit, London, UK
1st June – 6th July 2017
6 Thursdays 10.30 – 4.30
Be creative with paper and develop the 2D page into
3D pop-up. You will be introduced to various folding
techniques and simple book structures such as zig-zag and
pamphlet bindings.
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Dutch binder and conservator Katinka Keus is with us to
show students how to make a binding she developed, either
to temporarily house a special text, or to use in its own
right. It’s made from ‘carton’ or ‘zaansch bord’, a sturdy and
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beautiful Dutch hand-made paper. Katinka has many tips
and techniques to pass on from her long experience working
with historical texts.
SPLIT SPINE BINDING
25th – 27th March 2017, Tutor Kylin Lee Acherman

Kylin has developed this very unique and intriguing binding
as a means for optimal opening of the text. It also lends itself
to a multitude of design possibilities.
See more details for these workshops and the line-up for the
rest of 2017 on our website: www.bookbindingworkshops.
com or ring Lori on 01672 851638.
We are based in the beautiful Wiltshire countryside,
working out of a fully equipped bindery.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/BINDINGreDEFINED

The course is designed for beginners, or those with only a
little experience, and will cover all aspects of both setting
and printing type. You will also get the opportunity to create
your own polymer blocks and combine text and image.
You will be supported in developing your own unique
letterpress projects throughout the course in a friendly and
encouraging atmosphere.

The Complete Letterpress Printer 2017 at Hot Bed Press,
UK - Now open for bookings
We are really pleased to announce that we will be running
two year-long courses in Letterpress Printing from February
2017, at Hot Bed Press in Salford. Our new course is due to
run on Wednesday evenings from 6pm - 9pm and we will
be running our Thursday morning Complete Letterpress
Printer as usual from 10am - 1pm.

The course is taught by artist Elizabeth Willow, with sessions
from guest tutors throughout the year.

Spend a year immersed in the wonderful world of
letterpress! Learn the art and craft of letterpress printing,
using both wood type and metal type, and a range of
presses, from table-top Adana presses to traditional Albion
& Columbian iron hand-presses. Learn age-old practices,
perfected over five hundred years, and combine those skills
with contemporary and experimental techniques to produce
stunning, tactile and original prints, postcards, cards,
chapbooks, artists’ books and lots more besides.
Discover the language of letterpress: how to mind your p’s
and q’s, how not to get the wrong end of the stick or become
out of sorts; experiment with borders and rules, muttons
and nuts, fists and flowers. Learn simple measuring systems,
and how to use a variety of tools and equipment. Delight in
different typefaces, plain and fancy; from Garamond to Gill
to Grotesque, Albertus to Windsor.
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The cost is £600 per term / £1,200 for the year You are
required to sign up for the full year and you can secure a
place on the course by making a deposit of £300.
The payments are then made by standing order monthly
from February to October 2017. In addition to classes,
students have four hours of free studio access each week.
You can top up hours/pay for extra materials throughout the
course. Please call the workshop on 0161 743 3111 to book
your place or email us at info@hotbedpress.org and we’ll get
back to you as soon as possible. Places are strictly limited so
please contact us as soon as possible to secure your place.
More information can be found at www.hotbedpress.org
Hot Bed Press Printmakers’ Studio
The Casket Works, Cow Lane, Salford M5 4NB, UK.
Some upcoming courses promoted by Professione Libro:
Bookbinding 2 - Advanced Course
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Milan, 13th March – 12th June 2017
Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro.
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We will analyse manual techniques to make, with simple
means and low costs, models of bindings suitable for
self-production of small editions (books, pamphlets
or booklets), or unique pieces, taking advantage of the
structural parts as both aesthetic and technical factors,
useful for characterise a particular edition.

project. These bindings are absolutely flexible due to the
lack of adhesive at the spine. The absence of mechanical
obstacles allows for a wide opening.
We will make small format models to have a series of
samples that can be useful for future works; nevertheless
these structures are also suitable to a great number
of formats as well as the assemblage of a number of
calligraphic works, photography and heavy volumes.
This workshop is suitable for those who have already some
practical knowledge of sewing.
The course will take place at Papê, Vico del Duca 23r, 16124
Genova – I. Participation fee 100 EUR excluding materials,
but including the use of tools provided by the tutor.
Closing date for enrolment: 25th March 2017.
Course code: LDE0417. More information and enrolment
link on the course page: http://www.professionelibro.it
Langwe Studios, Mora, Sweden
2017 workshops open for registration

The topics developed will be: deepening of the folding
techniques; methods of assembly of the pages (sewing or
gluing); variations on sewing, with or without supports;
mounting of covers for flexible brochures or with hard
boards applied; making of simple cases and wrappers.
The course is intended for those who have followed the
basic course or have acquired equivalent skills.
Fee: 350 EUR excluding materials. Course Code: LEG20317.
A presentation on the course is planned for 13th February
2017, 7pm. More information and booking at:
http://www.professionelibro.it/schedacorso.aspx?id=112&cli
d=425&ts=co&lg=en
Exposed Spine Bindings
Tutor: Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Papê, Genova, Italy, 8th April 2017
Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro.
During this workshop we will be shown some variations of
the sewing of a certain number of sections plus paper and
cardboard covers.

We will make models with the sewing thread showing at the
spine as a decorative element: thread links or kettle stitches
woven right onto the multiple sections, so that the result
will be an important graphic element in the bookbinding
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Paper wrappers 18-19 March, Mora
Image of lettering 29-31 March, Mora
Indigo dyeing and Asian bookbinding 30 May -2 June, Mora
Eco-print basic 1-4 August, Mora
Eco-print advanced 7-10 August, Mora
Silk dyeing with mushrooms September
Storage books 22-25 August, Mora
Detailed class descriptions are available on the Langwe
website. Workshops in Linköping, Gothenburg, Stockholm
and Haparanda will be open for registration soon.
My colleagues and I welcome you to Mora!
http://www.langwe.se/courses/?lang=en
Studio West End - 19th Summer Workshop
Wim de Vos and Adele Outteridge
Yeerongpilly, Queensland, Australia
2nd - 20th January 2017
Join us for one, two or three weeks in January for this
exciting, intensive multi-media workshop run by two
internationally recognised artists.
The workshop will include printmaking, book arts, drawing,
painting and sculpture. Participants may specialise in one
medium or work with several. Individual project based
work is also encouraged. As the class size will be limited,
there will be plenty of flexibility.
Suitable for all levels, drawing experience not essential.
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Printmaking
This workshop will cover intaglio and relief printing
techniques. These will include line, aquatint, sugarlift,
drypoint, engraving, mezzotint, embossing and collagraph
using copper, zinc, acrylic or board plates. Multiple
plate and viscosity colour printing will also be covered.
Participants will design personal artists’ stamps. Participants
may choose a theme or personal experience, photographs or
drawings as a source of inspiration.
Book Arts
Participants will be introduced to the book arts through
several binding techniques for making single and multi
section books with soft and hard covers.
We shall work on a different book structure every day
including Concertina, Coptic, Single sheet sewing, Japanese/
Oriental, Drumleaf, Tapes and cords, Longstitch, One, Two
and three section sewing, Simple leather binding, Snake
books, Celtic weave, Piano hinge, Slot book, Sculptural
books to make highly individual books.
Other exercises will include making a slip case or clamshell
box, and experimenting with surface design (rusting, inks,
paints, shellac, dry media etc.) to create decorative papers.
We shall explore the sculptural properties of the book
form as well as designing folios and containers for prints,
drawings etc. Individual projects will be encouraged.
Painting
Using subject matter including interior, landscape, figure,
portrait, still life or text, techniques of brush marks,
wash, solid paint and glazing (transparent paint) will be
explored. Paper, board and canvas will be used as substrate
for painting exercises. The aim is to work towards a large
painting or series of paintings.
Mixed Media Drawing
A series of exercises on paper using wet and dry media.
Collage and found objects may be included. The aim is
to produce larger works on good quality paper, canvas or
board. Subject matter will include the landscape, figure,
still-life and text.
Sculpture
Use of acrylic sheet (Perspex), wood, cardboard, paper,
soapstone or plaster, also possibly incorporating any of the
other media to produce small works in three dimensions.
This will include, cutting, joining, manipulation and finish
of surfaces.
About Studio West End
Since 1998 Adele Outteridge and Wim de Vos have provided
a unique venue for teaching, mentoring, and exhibiting
in a wide variety of visual art and design media. Their
work is exhibited, published and collected nationally and
internationally.
“The teaching and practice of art is an integral part of our
being.
Without it there is no cultural development for humanity”.
(Wim de Vos 2014)
Studio West End promotes a high standard of work practice
in design and execution to build skills and confidence in
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media including Drawing, Painting, Bookarts, Printmaking,
Sculpture and Art History. An exciting space full of
artworks, books and stuff, collected by Wim and Adele over
the years. The studio is well lit, inspiring to work in, with
equipment available for all media.
Studio West End has moved and is now situated in a
refurbished warehouse in Yeerongpilly, Queensland.
Parking is available on site and the studio is easily accessible
by public transport (Yeerongpilly station and bus stop are
a short walk away). There are a variety of restaurants and
take-away venues in the area.
The Tutors:
Adele Outteridge gained her BSc from the University
of Melbourne in 1967 then worked as an Experimental
Scientist with CSIRO. She studied with the School of
Colour and Design in Sydney from 1984-88 and returned
as lecturer/tutor. She taught at the Ku-Ring-Gai Art
Centre from 1983-89. Adele now travels to all states and
internationally lecturing and teaching. Her work in artists’
books, printmaking, sculpture and drawing has been
exhibited widely, is held in private and public collections
and has appeared in major publications in Australia and
overseas.
Wim de Vos migrated to Australia from the Netherlands
in 1959. His study credits include diploma courses in
both Commercial Illustration and Fine Art with honours
in Printmaking at the Queensland College of Art. He
undertook postgraduate studies specialising in etching,
lithography and bookmaking in 1981-82 at the Jan van Eyck
Academie, Maastricht, The Netherlands. He has exhibited
regularly in Queensland, interstate and internationally since
1979. His artistic repertoire includes printmaking, painting,
sculpture and artist books. He is represented in public and
private collections and publications in Australia, the USA,
the UK and The Netherlands.
2nd to 20th January 2017, 9.30am to 4pm, Mon to Fri
COST: $675 (1 week), $1,275, (2 weeks), $1,950, (3 weeks).
Contact Studio West End at:
241F Station Rd, Yeerongpilly, Qld, 4105, Australia.
Tel: 07 3892 4570
Email: adeleoutteridge@bigpond.com
www.studiowestend.com
Booknesses Colloquium and Exhibition
University of Johannesburg, South Africa
24th – 25th March 2017
The Booknesses Colloquium on the Book Arts in South
Africa will be held at the Faculty of Art, Design and
Architecture (FADA), University of Johannesburg, South
Africa on 24 & 25 March 2017 alongside South African
artists’ books in an exhibition of contemporary bookworks
in conventional and digital form, curated by David Paton,
opening on Friday 24th March 2017 in the FADA Gallery.
Confirmed keynote speakers for the colloquium are:
Sarah Bodman, Senior Research Fellow for Artists’ Books
and Programme Leader for MA Multi-disciplinary
Printmaking at the Centre for Fine Print Research (CFPR)
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at the University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
and
Robbin Ami Silverberg, artist & founding director of
Dobbin Mill hand-papermaking studio and Dobbin Books
collaborative artist book studio in Brooklyn, NY, and
Associate Professor at the Pratt Institute.

The colloquium and FADA exhibition of South African
book arts will be accompanied by the hugely important
exhibition Booknesses: Artists’ Books from the Jack Ginsberg
Collection, opening at the UJ Art Gallery on Saturday 25
March 2017. This exhibition will be one of the largest and
most comprehensive exhibitions of book art ever staged
in the world with over 250 works by international as well
as local book-arts practitioners. The exhibition will be
accompanied by a full-colour catalogue with essays by Prof.
Pippa Skotnes, Prof. Keith Dietrich, Robbin Ami Silverberg,
Prof. Kim Berman and David Paton who is the exhibition
curator. The catalogue will add new scholarship to our
understanding of the book arts in South Africa.
For more information visit:
http://www.theartistsbook.org.za and
https://www.facebook.com/Booknesses-Book-ArtsExhibitions-Colloquium-548266288693065

OPPORTUNITIES
23 Sandy Gallery Portland, Oregon, USA
Call for entries: BUILT
On View at 23 Sandy Gallery:
7th April – 27th May 2017

Book art as a context to explore architecture, design,
the built world, the built book. This international juried
exhibition of book and paper art aims to examine the
relationship between contemporary book art practices and
architecture, engineering, landscape and construction as
form, function and structure. Let’s re-imagine the ways we
as designers, of either books or buildings can inhabit and
shape the world around us. Our disciplines have a natural
synergy. After all, books and buildings are both kinetic,
sequential, structural and time based. Taken a step further,
book art can provide a framework for topics like urbanism,
town planning, buildings and space. Let’s examine the
relationship between the built and the book. This exhibit
is open to handmade book and paper arts related works
created as either edition or one-of-a-kind. Artists’ books,
sculptural books, book objects, altered books, zines, and
broadsides are all encouraged. The gallery will award $500
in purchase prizes, plus three best of show awards.
23 Sandy Gallery is a fine art gallery located in Portland,
Oregon. Open since 2007, we present local and national
artists working in contemporary book and paper arts.
A full prospectus and call for entries for BUILT is at:
http://www.23sandy.com/built/call-for-entries.html
Happy building!
Call for bookings: Artists’ BookMarket
The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh
25–26 February 2017
Described as ‘the major Scottish artists’ books fair’ Artists’
BookMarket is held at The Fruitmarket Gallery across two
busy weekend days. Forty stalls are spread across two floors
of gallery, with a busy events and workshops programme.
Our more than two thousand visitors come from across
Scotland and the north of England to make this date with
artists’ books and artist-led publishing.
Previous participants include a range from the likes of
long-term experimental publishers Book Works, through
artists’ book pioneers such as Helen Douglas to some of
the most interesting new talent from courses at Edinburgh
College of Art with its strong teaching traditions in book
making and illustration. There’s much local talent on show
alongside representation of those who travel to take part in
this increasingly prominent fair in the year’s artists book
calendar.
We invite publishers, book makers and artists’ books
organisations to apply for a stall, which costs £75+VAT.
To enquire about running an event or workshop, feel free
to pitch using this form, or to get in touch via the contact
curator option.

Submission Deadline: 7th January 2017
23 Sandy Gallery is calling for submissions for BUILT:
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Previous events within the Artists’ BookMarket weekend
have included book launches, experimental sound
workshops, multi-media poetry readings and a flash fashion
show. Many things are possible, and we look forward
to hearing the ideas that are going to make this year’s
programme as much of a surprise to us as to our audience.
Expect an excellent weekend of book sales and discoveries.
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Be part of our strong selection of book makers, art
publishers, illustrators and designers, and artists working
with book forms. Stalls cost £75+VAT
Apply via curatorspace, deadline 10th January 2017
http://www.curatorspace.com/opportunities/detail/artistsbookmarket--and--february/831
The North West Book Arts Group, UK is now meeting
regularly at Editions, 16 Cook Street, Liverpool, courtesy
of Olwen, to whom many thanks are owed. We meet on
the first Saturday of the month, from 11am to 2pm, and
anyone interested in book arts, whether a beginner or
established artist is very welcome. All meetings are currently
free to attend. Unfortunately, our current meeting room
is up two flights of stairs and is therefore not suitable for
wheelchair users, but please let us know if this is an issue
for you. For more information, contact Marilyn Tippett at:
nwbookart@outlook.com

Dates have been announced for the next Artist’s Book
Market at BALTIC, UK - 13th & 14th May 2017
Artist’s Book Market BALTIC is an annual event and has
been running since 2013. It provides the opportunity for
those new to the world of small press publishing and hand
made books to exhibit and sell work alongside established
makers. The event is an excellent way to engage visitors,
collectors, students and all bibliophiles into creating their
very own artists book collection as well as learning about
the creative process through talks, workshops, screenings
and performances.
With many book related events taking place throughout
the year in the North East, Artist’s Book Market organiser
Theresa Easton has created a blog to capture those events
in one place and share with the wider community:
https://artistsbookmarketbaltic.wordpress.com

Dr Michael Hedger is the Director Manly Art Gallery and
Museum. Dr Hedger has long been an arts advocate, with
previous incarnations as Director of the Campbelltown
Arts Centre, Education Officer at the Newcastle Region Art
and, art critic for The Newcastle Herald. He has a PhD from
the UNSW Art & Design with a thesis on Land Art in the
United States.
Important Dates
• Closing date for entry: 5pm Friday 10 February 2017
• Successful entrants notified by: 5pm Friday 24 February
2017
• Selected works to be received between: Monday 27
February and Friday 17 March 2017
• Opening & announcement of acquisitions: 6.00pm
Thursday 30 March 2017 at Warringah Art Space 105
Abbott Rd, North Curl Curl NSW
• Exhibition dates: Friday 31 March to Sunday 2 April,
followed by a travelling exhibition of acquired works to
Northern Beaches Council Libraries
• Works to be collected from Manly Library or returned as
instructed: between Tuesday 4 April and Friday 28 April
[excluding Public Holidays]
Cost of entry is $35.00 AUD (GST inclusive) and nonrefundable. Enter online at:
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/manly-library-artistsbook-award-2017-applicant-entry-registration-25968151440
For further information, contact Wendy Ford:
wendy.ford@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
Tel: 02 9976 1729
Manly Library, Market Place, Manly, NSW 2095, Australia.
www.manly.nsw.gov.au/library
Call for entries: VOLUMEN: Before the Book
The Association Venetiae Incipit Scriptrium (VIS) is
sponsoring an exhibition of scrolls, to be held in 2017 at the
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica, Venezia, Italy.

For more information contact Theresa Easton at
theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
https://theresaeaston.wordpress.com
Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2017
Any artist’s book created within the past two years is eligible
for entry to the Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2017.
The award is acquisitive. Works will be selected and judged
by Ben Rak and Dr Michael Hedger.
Ben Rak is an artist and independent curator holding a BFA
in printmaking and a MFA from the UNSW Art & Design.
He is co-founder and director of Throwdown Press, lectures
at the University of New South Wales Art & Design, and
whose work explores the relationships between cultural
symbols and consumer culture.
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The exhibition is open to everyone and the scrolls can
be made in any technique, from calligraphy to printing,
parchment to cloth (there will be a selection process based
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on photos). If you would like to participate, please see VIS
website for the application form at:
http://www.venetiaescriptorium.it/Scroll-Enrollment.htm or
email Kathy Frate at: klsfrate@tin.it
Deadline for submitting photo and enrollment form is
1st March 2017.
http://www.venetiaescriptorium.it/Scroll-Enrollment.htm
Artist Opportunities at WSW, USA
Women’s Studio Workshop provides artists with the
time and space to create new work and fully immerse
themselves in WSW’s supportive environment. Artists may
choose to work in any of our studios: intaglio, letterpress,
papermaking, screenprinting, darkroom photography,
or ceramics.

Studio Workspace Residency
Work in any WSW discipline for 4-6 weeks
Deadline: February 15
Art-in-Education Workspace Residency
Work in any of WSW’s disciplines for 4-6 weeks
Deadline: February 15
International Residencies
Our international residencies give artists the opportunity
to work in extraordinary spaces. Work in printmaking and
letterpress at Atelierhaus Beisinghoff in Rhoden, Germany.
Or dive into printmaking, woodworking, ceramics, enamel,
glass, metal casting, metalworking, and model making
in Malmö, Sweden at KKV Grafik Studio or Sculpture
Workshop Monumental. Artists receive housing free of
charge for both residencies, but must provide for their own
travel, food, and materials.
Internships
Interns receive a private room in WSW’s on-campus
housing and a stipend of $300/month. Interns work 40
hours/week, generally Monday through Friday, 9-5, but
the schedule may change to accommodate the Workshop’s
programming. Outside work hours, and with respect to
residents’ work, interns have unlimited studio access.
The internship session culminates in a group exhibition of
work created during the term.

Residencies
Residency grants provide artists with a weekly stipend,
materials budget, and travel reimbursement, in addition to
on-campus housing and 24/7 studio access. Artists can also
receive technical advice and training on new equipment,
techniques, and materials.

Nonprofit Management Internship
From marketing to donor management to communications
and more, you’ll learn what it takes to keep WSW running
smoothly in this six-month internship
Deadline: February 15
Workspace residencies provide artists with the gift of time,
an uninterrupted period to live and work away from the
stresses of daily life. For these opportunities, artists pay a
subsidized studio rate for each week of their residency, plus
the cost of materials, in exchange for on-campus housing
and 24/7 studio access. Residents receive a thorough studio
orientation, but should be able to work independently in
their chosen discipline.
Studio Residency Grant
Work in any of WSW’s disciplines for 6-8 weeks
Deadline: February 1
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Summer Internship
Cook for the Summer Art Institute & work up ArtFarm in
this two-month internship
Deadline: February 15
Studio Internship
Learn how to keep WSW’s studios running efficiently in this
six-month internship
Deadline: February 15
Head to our website to learn about all our artist opps!
Women’s Studio Workshop · 722 Binnewater Lane ·
Kingston, NY 12401, USA.
http://www.wsworkshop.org/opportunity-calendar/
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Chino Crafts

We bring colour and joy to your book arts world …
• Handmade Lokta decorative papers
• Bone /horn folders and clasps
• Many more book arts accessories

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS
every-blest-thing-seeing-eye
Minnesota Center for Book Arts: Winter Book Publication
Party, 10th December 2016
MCBA’s annual Winter Book
publication is the embodiment of
our artistic vision - to preserve and
promote both the traditional crafts
of bookmaking (hand papermaking,
letterpress printing, printmaking
and hand bookbinding) as well as
the contemporary exploration of
the book as art. Since 1988, Winter
Book has engaged artists, designers,
papermakers, printers, bookbinders
and community volunteers in producing a handmade,
limited edition artist’s book featuring poetry or prose
by a Minnesota author or editor. The artistry and hand
craftsmanship of each Winter Book makes it an avidly
collected series, included in museum and rare book library
collections across the country and around the world.
Proceeds from each Winter Book are invested in the
production of the following year’s publication. Your
purchase of a Winter Book ensures the continued practice of
book arts traditions in a community setting where seasoned
practitioners share what they know with learners.
every-blest-thing-seeing-eye was designed by Jeff Rathermel
and Todd Thyberg, with Thyberg serving as Master Printer.
Printing of the deluxe edition portfolio of prints was
directed by Tom Spence. every-blest-thing-seeing-eye
features poetry and prose by Heid E. Erdrich, a poet, writer,
and faculty mentor at Augsburg College. It was produced
in two editions, with illustrations by Jim Denomie, Aza
Erdrich, Eric Gansworth, Dyani Whitehawk, Louise
Erdrich, Andrea Carlson, and Jonathan Thunder.
Join us at the Winter Book Publication Party
Saturday, December 10, 2016, Open Book Building
1011 Washington Ave S, Suite 100 Minneapolis MN 55415
7pm: Reading by Heid E. Erdrich
Target Performance Hall, second floor. Followed by a book
signing and public reception withlight refreshments in
MCBA’s studios and gallery. Free and open to the public.
RSVP to our Facebook event
https://www.facebook.com/events/1781706438763552/
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S.
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA.
http://www.mnbookarts.org

Please visit: www.chinocrafts.com
Email: thame@chinocrafts.com
-----------------------------------------------------------
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FRIENDS WITH BOOKS / BERLIN ART BOOK FAIR
9th – 11th December 2016
Friends with Books / Berlin Art Fair is Europe’s premier
festival for contemporary artists’ books and periodicals
by artists and art publishers. Featuring international
participants and a series of public programmes: discussions,
readings, presentations, performances, and art works that
explore the perimeters of today’s art publishing worldwide.
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Beurs van Bijzondere Uitgevers
Paradiso, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Sunday 11th December 2016, 1pm – 5pm
Elisabeth Tonnard is participating in the Beurs van
Bijzondere Uitgevers at Paradiso in Amsterdam.
New books that she will bring include The Death of the Poet
and The Plan.

Hamburger Bahnhof, Museum für Gegenwart,
Invalidenstraße 50–51, Berlin, Germany.
Directions:
S-Station Hauptbahnhof
U 6, Station Naturkundemuseum
Tram M6, M8, 12 Naturkundemuseum
Bus M41, M85, TXL Hauptbahnhof
http://www.friendswithbooks.org
Admission is free. Preview: Friday 9th December, 6pm 8pm, fair Saturday & Sunday 11am - 7pm.

The Plan, Elisabeth Tonnard, 2016. https://elisabethtonnard.com

Participating publishers: Wasco, Van Brug, Middernacht
Pers, Feest der Poëzie, Tortuca, Timmer Art Book, Lecturis,
Stichting Drukwerk In De Marge, Haes Uitgeverij, Yeats
Sisters Press, Karin van Pinxteren, Uitgeverij crU, Rob
van Hemert, Falstaff & Fakir, Zirimiri Press, Elisabeth
Tonnard, De Strraat, Pantofle Books, General Features,
Babel & Voss, Passage, Douane, Salvo, Ton Martens,
Book Perfect, Sherpa, Lalito, Zammagazine, Lula Valetta,
Mixed Media Soup, De Meulder, Ekstreem, Bonas, Elletra,
Leesmagazijn, Coppens & Frenks, Knust / Extrapool, De
Nederlandse Vereniging voor Patafysica, Piet Schreuders,
De Buitenkant, Bantammer, 99 Uitgevers, Matchbox, De
God van Nederland, Seugling Uitgeverij, Jeanet Kingma,
Katarina Rudebeck, De Klaproos, Wasser im Turm, Snood,
Lino Pers, Polak & Van Der Kamp, Lies Kindt, Demodokos,
De Eiereland Pers, Schaep 14, Octavo, Parréssia, De
Weideblik, Titi Zaadnoordijk, Tienstuks, Uitgeverij P, De
Wilde Tomaat, De Carbolineum Pers, Pels & Kemper, TYP,
Editions Saint Jacques, Abraxas, Kelderuitgeverij, Papieren
Tijger, Schokland, Hof van Jan, Uitgeverij Vleugels, De
Zingende Zaag, Serena Libri, De Statenhofpers, Pegasus,
Duizendeneen, De Roos, Voetnoot, C.J.Aarts, Jap Sam
Books, Valiz, De Gouden Reaal, Plantage, Huis Clos, Roma,
Basboek, Alauda Publications, Bas Lubberhuizen, Sjolsea,
Wil van Iersel, Prominent, Philip Fokker.
Paradiso, Weteringschans 6-8, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands. Admission €3
https://www.paradiso.nl/web/Agenda-Item/Beurs-vanBijzondere-Uitgevers-2.htm

Cultural Traffic the new Publishing Arts Fair is on
Saturday 17th & Sunday 18th December 2016 at Juju’s,
London. The UK’s first annual fair for dealers in counter
culture and independent producers to trade books, zines,
prints, catalogues, vinyls and tapes in both current and
obsolete format. Juju’s Bar & Stage, The Old Truman
Brewery, Ely’s Yard, 15 Hanbury Street, London, E1 6QR.
http://culturaltraffic.com
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SOME ‘SAVE THE DATES’

Investigations, Stephen Fowler’s BABE passport project,
Nancy Campbell’s Polar Tombola, and live printing with
Double Dagger.
Come along and celebrate our tenth anniversary with us!
http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/whatson/babe-2017-bristolartists-book-event
#BABE2017

INTERNET NEWS

LA Art Book Fair
24th - 26th February 2017. Preview 23rd February 2017.
http://laartbookfair.net
Bristol Artist’s Book Event (BABE) at Arnolfini, UK
Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd April 2017
Organised by Arnolfini and the Centre for Fine Print
Research, the sixth biennial festival of artist’s book making,
features the work of artists and small presses from around
the world.

Since 2007, BABE has established a great reputation as a
relaxed and friendly event to meet and chat to book artists
about their work and buy works of art.
BABE 2017 Features artists from all over the UK,
The Netherlands, Italy, Germany, Norway, Sweden and
South Korea. With more than 90 exhibitors taking part,
and prices starting from just a few pounds, there will be
something for everyone.
Read more about our last BABE event here:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/projects/babe.html
Expect performances, exhibitions, interventions, talks and
workshops across the weekend too, including: Collective
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Read about a new artist’s book made by Marian Crawford
for the State Library of Queensland ‘Picturing the island’
along with a companion work ‘Manaeba/meeting house’
produced for her Siganto Foundation Creative Fellowship
at SLQ in Brisbane, Australia: http://blogs.slq.qld.gov.au/
ala/2016/10/24/marian-crawford-dictionary-pictionarymaking-picturing-the-island/

Claudia de la Torre’s Backbone Books has a brand new
website with information on current and archived projects,
exhibitions and details of books for sale at:
www.backbonebooks.net

From Torben Soeborg / Fantasy Factory
SIX THOUSAND and SEVEN HUNDRED PICTURES
You will find 6,700 pictures from 1,850 Artists’ Books from
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66 different countries on the website http://artists-books.eu
The website is published by Fantasy Factory, Denmark.
It is non-commercial and not publicly or privately
supported and does not use Cookies or ads.
If you want to get your Artists’ Books exposed on the
free of charge –
go to
http://artists-books.eu/about-website.htm and see how to do
it. Fantasy Factory / Torben Soeborg, Denmark
torben.soeborg@pc.dk

produced with the Fundación Jumex (Mexico City) Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid: March 16 –
October 10, 2016 and Museo Jumex, Mexico City: February
9 – May 7, 2017.
https://monoskop.org/images/c/c8/Carrion_Ulises_Dear_
Reader_Dont_Read.pdf
NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Volume 11 No.1 Autumn – Winter 2016
Subscribe today! £10 for both issues, badge and stickers!
Order online at: http://bit.ly/2bgpGnn

From Imi Maufe: a link to a new website of Art Book Fairs
Around the World created by Publishing as (part-time)
Practice - a growing network of 28 small-scale Swedish
publishers within the cultural sector who have published
132 books. http://www.publishingasparttimepractice.se
The calendar can be found at:
http://www.publishingasparttimepractice.se/artbookfairs/

Articles in the Autumn - Winter issue:
In ‘Translating Travels’, Bergen-based, British artist Imi
Maufe reflects on some of the inspirations for her artists’
books produced in response to travelling. From their early
roots in her journals made on childhood trips, to recent
works as artist-in-residence; from a year in tiny village in
Northumberland, for Visual Arts in Rural Communities
(VARC), to the Tall Ships Race, sailing from Ireland to
Sweden via Greenock and Shetland, Scotland and
Stavanger, Norway.

Ulises Carrión. Dear reader. Don’t read
Free pdf download of the catalogue published on the
occasion of the exhibitionUlises Carrión. Dear reader. Don’t
read, curated by Guy Schraenen, organised by the Museo
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía (Madrid) and coPage 30		

Carried on from a presentation at ‘The Artist’s Book in
Theory and Practice’ conference held at Cardiff University
in December 2015, Jeremy Dixon’s ‘A sense of humour, a
sense of Cardiff, like - Geoautomusicalbiography in the
books of Hazard Press’ explores the personal history of his
artist’s book practice. The article looks at the links between
Cardiff (and Wales Cymru) in his books and how they
have rather unexpectedly formed an on-going project of
autobiography based on poetry, memory, queerness, music,
images, and a delight in the accidental forms and diversions
that the journey of planning and making an artist’s book
can take.
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In ‘The Gardens | Edinburgh and La Géométrie Pratique’,
Jane Hyslop provides a brief introduction to the ethos
within her work, the themes repeatedly explored and
its context and then goes on to describe The Gardens |
Edinburgh and La Géométrie Pratique. These are two major
artist’s book projects that were made for exhibitions in
Scotland in 2015.
In ‘Making the Book to Discover the Subject’, Ken Botnick
explains his meticulous project inspired by Denis Diderot’s
Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des
arts et des métiers. Botnick’s project began in 2009 as a
visual investigation of the eleven plate volumes of the
Encyclopédie during multiple trips made to the Washington
University library’s special collections to photograph the
engravings. Six years on, Diderot Project was completed,
and deservedly awarded the Minnesota Center for Book
Arts Biennial Prize in 2015.

A Parliament of Children by John Bently, asks if now might
be the time to establish a publishing house – run by and
for children; The material folio by Tim Mosely looks at the
material in relation to haptic in artists’ books; Making Space:
London Centre for Book Arts reports on all the wonderful
developments at LCBA since it launched in 2012, written
by its founders Simon Goode and Ira Yonemura; in Fragile
Metaphors, John Mulloy considers the complexities of
artists’ books by Sioban Piercy; looking back over 39 years
of his life ‘with books, among books, for books’, Radosław
Nowakowski makes the numbers add up in his essay 3-6-9;
it is with sadness that we publish the essay Systems for the
page in the work of Maria Lucia Cattani by Paulo Silveira,
who writes about the work of his colleague and friend Maria
Lucia Cattani (1958-2015), reflecting on her contribution to
the field of artists’ books; Collective Investigations - Egidija
Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson – have produced
a special feature for this edition of the ABYB reflecting on
their performative, interactive work in Reading the Book
as an Object; Susan Johanknecht & Katharine Meynell’s
essay on their collaborative project Poetry of Unknown
Words is a particularly absorbing feminising response to
Iliadz’s Poesie de mots inconnus; Gustavo Grandal Montero’s
extended interview with Stephen Bann - From Cambridge to
Brighton: Concrete poetry in Britain, discusses some seminal
moments in the history of Concrete poetry in the UK and
abroad from 1964, and Bann’s role within it as an organiser,
practitioner, critic and editor.

Emma Bolland’s ‘Category Error / Category Terror’
questions the validity of attempting to define the category
of ‘artist’s book’ through materiality and form, proposing
instead, that the artist’s book is not an object (whether
analogue or digital), but a dialogic – trialogic – relationship
between artist/writer, object/text, and holder/reader,
that results in highly subjective and individuated desirebased categorisation. Drawing on ideas of aura as external
construct, Lacanian psychoanalysis, and frame analysis, the
article reframes the artist’s book as a mutable experience.
Artists’ pages by: Elizabeth Lebon (Switzerland) and Alex
Simopoulos (Greece/UK).
Cover, badge and sticker designs BOOK ISH NESS by
Linda Williams.
Published by Impact Press, UWE Bristol, UK.
£10 for Volume 11 No.s 1 & 2. Price includes worldwide
postage, badge and stickers. Please order online at:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html
Artist’s Book Yearbook 2016-2017
The latest edition of the Artist’s Book Yearbook
268 pages of artist’s book information and articles…
Features include:
bookartbookshop: Tanya Peixoto celebrates Magnus Irvin;
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Artists’ pages by: Ian Andrews, Mireille Fauchon, Martha
Hellion, Candace Hicks, Danqing Huang, Paul Laidler,
Sophie Loss, Angie Waller and Mark Wingrave.
International listings of artists’ books activity includes:
collections, courses, dealers, publishers, galleries, centres,
bookshops, libraries, artist-led projects, organisations,
societies, print studios, fairs, festivals and competitions.
In the Artists’ Books Listings section you can also find 537
examples of new artists’ books, with information about
their work sent in by 182 artists in the following countries:
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, France,
Germany, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands,
the UK and the USA.
Published by Impact Press at the Centre for Fine Print
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Research, UWE Bristol, UK. 21 x 29.7 cm, 268pp, b&w litho
print throughout, colour cover. Cover design: Tom Sowden.
Price includes delivery: £15 UK, £16 international.
Order your copy online at: http://www.bookarts.uwe.
ac.uk/publications/artists-book-yearbook.html
Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours!
Next summer Impact Press will be moving to a new room
on campus. Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours
up with our publications!

Blue Marbled board covers, tassel colour varies. 48 pages
in blue, light grey, dark grey and cream.130 x 20 mm when
folded. Supplied with full description label supplied and
photo of the etching from the original book.
Only 5 left from a signed limited edition of 20. £20
including P&P (UK). For overseas, postage will be at cost.

We have made two bundles available:
Two randomly selected back issues of the Artist’s Book
Yearbook for a bargain £10!

2. POUR LA MONTRE
The text has been taken from chapter 2, “The Watch Case”.
This is where Damon wants a watch case made for the
beautiful watch Iris gave him as a token of her love. The
details of the design for the watch case is duplicated in a
letter to his jewellers on parchment paper and folded inside
a pink card cover with a hand cut filigree heart shaped
pattern to evoke the beautiful crafted watch case described
in the text. Complete with all the cyphers mentioned of
entwined initials, secret codes and floral decoration.

Five randomly selected back issues of The Blue Notebook
journal for artists’ books for a bargain £10!
Both available at: http://bit.ly/28N29s4
Angela Thames, UK
Angela has just completed a year-long artist’s residency at
Chawton House Library, UK, the former home of Edward
Knight, Jane Austen’s brother. After a successful exhibition,
Angela has a few of her artists’ books available to purchase
directly from her. These three books have all been inspired
by reading Aphra Behn’s book La Montre: The Lover’s
Watch, 1686.
1. THE RULES OF LOVE
From the chapter 1 “The Watch” Iris gives Damon a 24 hour
pocket watch and on the watch face is engraved the Rules
Of Love that he should abide by whilst he is away from her
including every half an hour he should SIGH.
The text has been replicated in full onto individual pages
with a SIGH placed between each page. The book fans out
so that the pages can be viewed like a watch face and the
colour paper shows the time of day. When closed the book
has a small coloured tassel to look like a fan.
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Pink card cover, parchment paper folded using a Turkish
map fold technique. 150 x 110 mm. Full description on
reverse with photo of the etching from original book.
Only 5 left from a signed Limited Edition of 15. £20
including P&P (UK) For overseas, postage will be at cost.
3. A Faithful Glass
The text has been taken and abbreviated from chapter 3,
“The Looking Glass”. This is where Damon gives his
adorable Iris a looking glass that can only speak to her,
extolling the beauty of her lips, hair, eyes, arms and
complexion. The text in Angela’s book is printed in reverse
and can only be read by using a looking glass or the book’s
mirrored cover. On the reverse of the folded page is a copy
of a portrait of an unknown lady hanging in Chawton
House Library attributed to Henry Anderton 1630-1665.

Printing of the deluxe edition
portfolio of prints was directed
by Tom Spence. every-blestthing-seeing-eye features
poetry and prose by Heid E.
Erdrich, a poet, writer, and
faculty mentor for Augsburg
College Low-residency MFA.
The twenty-sixth Winter Book
was produced in two editions,
with illustrations by Jim
Denomie, Aza Erdrich, Eric
Gansworth, Dyani Whitehawk,
Louise Erdrich, Adrea Carlson,
and Jonathan Thunder.
Join the artists, staff and
board at MCBA in celebrating
the handmade book at
our annual Winter Book
publication celebration!
Saturday, December 10, 2016
7pm: Reading by Heid E.
Erdrich Followed by a book
signing and public reception
with light refreshments in
MCBA’s Studios and Gallery.
Free and open to the public.

Folded book measures 80 x 60 mm, unfolded A4 size, with
a mirror card cover and printed both sides on Shepherds
Machine Age Compatible Paper which looks and feels like
papers found in books from 1850-1950. £8.00 including
P&P (UK). For overseas, postage will be at cost. Only 5 are
available signed by artist.

Standard Edition
The Standard Edition contains
letterpress printed text and
images on Arches Platine
papers. The accordion
structure features die cuts, a
Cave Paper banded closure,
and ochre accents throughout.

Special offer if all three are purchased together £40.00
including P&P in the UK. Please order directly from
Angela Thames at angela.thames@btinternet.com
Paypal, cheque or BACS payments accepted.

Standard Edition: $40; 100
numbered copies. Shipping
$15, plus $5 each additional
copy (within continental US). Order online at:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/winterbook

Minnesota Center for Book Arts presents its 2016 Winter
Book: every-blest-thing-seeing-eye
Minnesota Center for Book Art’s twenty-sixth Winter
Book features poetry and prose exploring the complex
conversations between artists and viewers. every-blestthing-seeing-eye imagines the varied experiences of viewing
artworks in a gallery. Curation is meant to direct viewers,
but every viewer comes to each artwork in a physically
distinct manner– from myriad intellectual, emotional,
and spiritual starting points. When an Ojibwe poet acts as
curator, her statements on the work of indigenous artists
become part of a larger telling, a non-linear narrative in
which characters and emblems, just like the artists who
create them, cannot be fully fathomed. And yet, we must
look. We must see every blest thing.

Deluxe Edition
The Deluxe Edition is also letterpress printed on Arches
Plantine paper, is accompanied by a portfolio of seven prints
and various physical artifacts referenced in the text, all
housed in a custom glass top case.

every-blest-thing-seeing-eye was designed by Jeff Rathermel
and Todd Thyberg, with Thyberg serving as Master Printer.
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Deluxe Edition: $295 / $235 before December 31; 26 lettered
copies. Shipping $20 (within continental US). Order online
at: http://www.mnbookarts.org/winterbook
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S.
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
The Verso Lectures 2016 Publications
The Verso Lectures are intended to give voice to the
unfolding growth of the Book as a special and dynamic
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movement in this part of the world, and in the current
vibrant international context. On the theme of The Book as a
Work of Art in our Time the inaugural Lectures are by
Alan Loney of Electio Editions: The Book: Material
Instrument
Sheree Kinlyside of Red Rag Press: The Book as Treasure
Marian Crawford of Monash University: Channelling the
Departed: the Book and Time

bound like an exercise book. The cover is Letterpressprinted. One double-page per week allows plenty of space
for notes etc. The edition is limited to 200 copies. You can
order your copy for €17 now at: post@bookartcenterhalle.de
Many greetings from b.a.c.H. - book art center Halle
Puschkinstr. 29, 06108 Halle (Saale), Germany
Tel 0151-151 268 16
post@bookartcenterhalle.de
The book art center Halle or b.a.c.H. is an open platform
for artists and designers who work with the book medium.
http://bookartcenterhalle.de
New from Café Royal Books:
Iain McKell
Weymouth ‘76—’77 Box set

Includes five Weymouth ‘76—’77 publications:
Men and Women - And Around - Night - Beach - The
Watchers. 24.11.16. Edition of 50 £35 UK, £38 International.
Available at: https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/iainmckell-weymouth-7677-boxset-241116-3500/

The lectures have been published. 64 pages, $25 AUD
including postage, order online at:
https://versomagazine.com.au/Shop/

A third print of Homer Sykes’ My Britain 1970—1980s is
available:
Homer Sykes
My Britain 1970—1980s

book art center Halle announces the new b.a.c.H. calendar

Twelve artists from Halle made woodcuts all based on
the theme of star signs. The calendar is offset-printed and
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Originally published on the occasion of My Britain 1970
– 1980s by Homer Sykes. Exhibited at Les Douches La
Galerie, Paris. 05.09.15 — 31.10.15. £6 UK, £7 International.
Available at: https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/my-britain19701980s-homer-sykes-130815-700/
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The Questions Library Catalogue
Claudia de la Torre
Published by Edition Fink
In 2013 Claudia de la Torre started The Questions Library
as an ongoing project with the aim of gathering, classifying,
and showing books whose titles are phrased as questions.
Every time the installation is shown, an open call invites
visitors to donate books to the library, which by now
comprises about 500 titles. The books are the means and the
end and, at the same time, ready-made objects.

fink twice 506 | Softcover | 500 pages | ISBN 978-3-03746506-6. 16 x 10 cm Offset, Edition of 1000 | €10. Published by
Edition Fink http://www.editionfink.ch
http://www.claudiadelatorre.com
Need a little “Power and Love” in your life? Keep reading:
Cuneiform Press is a nonprofit publisher founded in 2001.
Cuneiform began as a publisher of poetry chapbooks,
and continues to publish paperback and hardcover books
of poetry, as well as artists’ books, books-about-books,
scholarly editions, books about music, broadsides, and
ephemera with an eye towards bringing meaningful form
and content into dialogue with one another. In 2017, we will
publish books by Richard Hell, Thurston Moore, Jamaica
Cole, Tate Shaw, Jim Dine, Will Sheff, and Rhys Chatham,
and we need your support.
We gratefully accept donations in any amount, as well as
in-kind gifts such as letterpress equipment, event space, and
labour. Donations are tax deductible and you can choose
from any of the gifts on our donation page.
As an added bonus, donations of $100 or more will receive
a copy of Martin Buber’s “Power and Love.” Typeset in
Gerard Unger’s Swift with art by Courtney Cook, “Power
and Love” was printed letterpress in two colours on Crane’s
Lettra 100% cotton paper measuring eleven and a half
by seventeen and a half inches. Edition strictly limited to
seventy copies signed and numbered by the artist. Shipped
flat or rolled at your request, these broadsides are only
available direct from Cuneiform Press.
Thank you for your support!
Kyle Schlesinger
Proprietor, Cuneiform Press
Other recent publications include:
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The Art of Collaboration: Poets, Artists, Books
The essays collected in this volume originate from a
symposium that took place at the University of Caen,
France, in March and April 2011, entitled ‘Collaboration
and the Artist’s Book: a Transatlantic Perspective,’ one of
the first in Europe to be organised for literary and cultural
studies. The participants included American poets and
artists who have produced significant work in the field
(some since the sixties), together with American and French
scholars, independent publishers of artists’ books, and
library and museum curators.

Contributors include: Anca Cristofovici, Barbara
Montefalcone, Antoine Cazé, Olivier Brossard, Michael
Siebenbrodt, Vincent Katz, Bill Berkson, Susan Bee, Raphael
Rubinstein, Gervais Jassaud, Pascal Poyet & Françoise
Goria, Kyle Schlesinger, Antoine Coron, Constance
Lewallen, Charles Bernstein & Richard Tuttle.
Edited by Anca Cristofovici & Barbara Montefalcone.
Hardcover. 198 pages. Full-colour throughout.
ISBN: 978-0-9860040-5-6. $40. Order online at:
http://cuneiformpress.com/?product=the-art-ofcollaboration-poets-artists-books
Did you know that the best way to support Cuneiform Press
is to become a standing-order patron? As a standing-order
patron, you’ll receive a discount on all the books, first dibs
on limited editions, and free gifts. Subscribe today!
Simply select the subscription that works best for you and
we’ll send you titles as they appear with an invoice. Keep
what you want, return what you don’t, cancel at any time
with no money down or annual fees - it’s that easy. More
titles at: www.cuneiformpress.com
ED/MN - Edited By Maurizio Nannucci: Editions And
Multiples 1967/2016
Published by Viaindustriae
Focusing on Italian contemporary artist Maurizio
Nannucci’s practice, this book offers for the first time a
comprehensive overview of his extraordinary creativity as
publisher and producer of editions and multiples, as well
as artists’ books, catalogues, prints, photographs, posters,
records, and more. His field of research has expanded
since the 1960s, exploring language and the intersection of
disciplines such as linguistics, literature, music, philosophy,
and architecture. With a plethora of images and archival
documents, as well as critical essays, the origins of
fundamental aspects of Nannucci’s artistic vision and his
attitude to develop art as an open social project are detailed.
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This award-winning handmade book, published by Emily
Larned’s new imprint Alder & Frankia, documents Wood’s
project in a beautiful, intimate, and tactile edition while
preserving the privacy of the participants. Wood’s essay
is handset in metal type and printed letterpress in a bluered gradient. Wood’s fifteen portraits - always taken from
the back, showcasing the clients’ freshly styled hair while
protecting their anonymity - were colour separated and
printed in red, blue, and black on a Risograph. The book is
drumleaf bound by hand, allowing the book to open flat.
The book was collaboratively designed by Larned and Wood
and printed and handbound by Larned at her studio RCHQ
in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
408pp, ills colour & bw, 17 x 25 cm, paperback, Italian/
English. Distributed by Idea Books & Les Presses du Réel.
ISBN9788897753230. £30.00
http://www.ideabooks.nl/9788897753230-ed-mn-edited-bymaurizio-nannucci-editions-and-multiples-1967-2016
A new publication from Emily Larned
November 8, 2016
A selection of photographs from Hillary’s Election Night
Party. Risograph printed in blue and black, saddle-stitched,
on French (which is actually American) paper. 16 pages.
1st edition of 40 sold out. 2nd edition of 50 now available.
Beauty in Transition: Portraits. 2016. Risograph & letterpress
from handset type. Mohawk Via Vellum paper.
Foil-stamped spine. Hardcover, handbound. 8.5 x 10.5
inches. 28 pages. Limited edition of 100 copies. Signed by
Wood & Larned. Winner of a 2016 Silver Award from the
Connecticut Art Directors Club. $59 shipped in USA
First 25 purchases receive a free Riso print!

$7 includes shipping in the USA. $5 from each sale is
donated to the National Women’s Law Center.
$200 donated so far!
buy now at http://www.emilylarned.com
As always: institutions, I am happy to ship with invoice.
International orders please email for shipping price.
New From Alder & Frankia
Beauty in Transition: Portraits by Jody Wood
NYC-based artist Jody Wood created a mobile hair salon
for people who are homeless and residing in shelters. Her
project, titled Beauty in Transition, has been funded by A
Blade of Grass, and featured by The Atlantic and MSNBC.
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Alder & Frankia is a new publishing imprint by Emily
Larned. The alder is a birch tree that flourishes in
unexpected places thanks to its symbiotic relationship
with the microorganism frankia, which lives in its roots.
The alder feeds the frankia sugar, and in return the frankia
converts nitrogen into a compound that enables the alder to
thrive. Alder & Frankia books are Larned’s collaborations
with other artists, thinkers & doers. Beauty in Transition:
Portraits is the first Alder & Frankia book. A portion of
Alder & Frankia’s profits will be donated to charity.
5% of net proceeds from the sale of Beauty in Transition:
Portraits will be donated to the Coalition for the Homeless.
www.emilylarned.com/beautyintransitionportraits.html
The Happy Hypocrite issue 9 – #ACCUMULATOR_PLUS
Guest edited by Hannah Sawtell, published September
2016, with a live music event in London, broadcast in
collaboration with NTS Radio, November 2016.
‘#ACCUMULATOR_PLUS was part of an open call for
words, images and sounds, asking for replies to a set of
hashtags. My starting point was also a response; to the death
of Colin Faver, to whom I dedicate the archive pages of this
issue. Colin was playing pirate radio in my formative years.
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His shows were a portal into a world of new frictions, giving
access to the underground.’ – Hannah Sawtell, from the
Editor’s note, The Happy Hypocrite 9.

Marsha Pomerantz is a Boston-based poet, essayist, and
translator whose work has been published in the US,
the UK, Canada, and Israel. Her poetry collection,
The Illustrated Edge, was issued by Biblioasis in 2011.
Samples of her work are online at berfrois.com and
poetrynet.org and in Best American Essays 2016.
This poem, written in 2008, evokes the panic that follows
disaster and asks if the experience of beauty is possible and
permissible in mid-flight. Somewhere, in every generation,
They run. Some in torrents run like salmon
against the waters for their lives and for their
spawn. Mud sucks their boots off. They run.
And when it happens to us?

Thinking about use of the word ‘plus’ (e.g. in Job Centre
Plus) in official attempts to instil (false) optimism in
people, The Happy Hypocrite 9 imagines what it would
mean to see the ‘plus’ reclaimed. The first issue to solicit
sound-based contributions, opening the journal to music,
and exploring radio as a radical method of distribution,
#ACCUMULATOR_PLUS seeks new ways of addressing
questions of speed, communications technologies and the
dynamics of interaction between local and global space,
by revisiting recent underground histories spanning rave,
pirate radio, Detroit techno and east London grime.
With contributions and new work by Morehshin Allahyari,
Jennifer Lucy Allan, Franco Berardi, John Cussans, Maria
Fusco, Jlin, John Lawrence, Kieron Livingstone, Angela
McClanahan, Louis Moreno, Emily Pope & Ruth Angel
Edwards, Hannah Sawtell, Anthony ‘Shake’ Shakir, Tai
Shani, and Jonathan P. Watts.
The Happy Hypocrite –#ACCUMULATOR_PLUS, issue 9 is
published by Book Works, guest edited by Hannah Sawtell;
in an edition of 1,000; 96pp; 165 x 230mm; soft cover.
Designed by A Practice For Everyday Life.
ISBN 978 1 906012 77 9. £8.00. Order online at:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1893
They Run
Claire Illouz

Title designed by Célia Bugniot. Edition of 30, + 3 HC
copies, on Opal paper, 2016. All copies are numbered,
1/30–30/30 and HC1/3–HC3/3, and signed by author
and artist. Case dimensions: 40 x 17 x 3 cm.
Price: Before 12/31/2016: 700€. After 01/01/2017: 800€.
Claire Illouz, 2 impasse de la clef des champs, 95510
Chérence, France - cillouz@wanadoo.fr
www.cillouz.com

This artist’s book by Claire Illouz, includes six etchings
and two engravings, original works printed by the artist in
Chérence, France. The poem by Marsha Pomerantz, written
in Boston in 2008, was composed in Gill and printed by
Atelier Vincent Auger in Paris, in 2016.
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The horizontal format of this book was chosen as an
evocation of forward movement. The choice by the poet
of unusual cuttings for her verse, allows a broken, choking
reading. I chose to print the verse “du noir au blanc” (“from
black to white”), on horizontal bands, which run forward
throughout the page as they would on a screen. This
enhances the dislocation of text, and requires an effort to be
properly read by peaceful readers. The question of beauty
as betrayal to human tragedy – central point of the poem
– is finally asked on the last page, when these black bands
disappear: “when it comes to us to leave all ways may we, on
a late green day, betray.”

Voice of Sea
Pat Hodson
Voice of Sea evolved from a cross disciplinary project with a
poet and a sound artist for the Shakespeare Now exhibition
at Liverpool’s Hornby Library, June 2016. The original was a
projected sequence integrating word, image and sound.
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Göttin, Harmen de Hoop, Roni Horn, Jonathan Lasker, Sol
LeWitt, Richard Long, Klaus Merkel, Christopher Muller,
Dan Perjovski, David Reed, Winston Roeth, Gerhard
Richter, Dieter Roth, Thomas Schütte, David Shrigley,
Phil Sims, Oey Tseng Sit, Richard Tuttle, herman de vries,
Lawrence Weiner, Stefan Wissel and Christopher Wool. An
important aim of the Foundation is to broaden
the knowledge about the art collection by publishing
and exhibiting the artworks in museums in and outside
The Netherlands.
Included in the Foundation is a library (about 1000 books/
publications about international visual art 1900- 2016) and
an archive (letters, important e-mails and so on from artists
and other contacts within the art world after 1950).
www.brokken-zijp-foundation.org
herman de vries - die Wirklichkeit im Bild; Künstlerbücher
1960-1985
José-Brokken-Zijp & Hans Brokken

In the book, ‘Sea’ is formed from layers of words and
fragments of words. Word becomes image. Through this,
page by page, the poem drifts, and emerges line by line.
In the poem, ‘Sea’ talks to Shakespeare, accusing him of
‘stealing storms’ and drowning his characters.
A continuous fold book of 36 pages, with pages folded at the
fore-edge and stitched in the gutter, collapsing into its cover.
Inkjet pigment print on Amari Matt paper, (190gsm) with
cover of Innova cotton paper (220gsm) 26.5 x 18.5 cm
(closed) limited edition of 50, printed on demand, each
copy numbered. £45. Image, design and production by Pat
Hodson, with words by Liz Cashdan.
Millhouses Books, 26 Hartington Road, Sheffield S7 2LF.
www.pathodson.co.uk
Concept and Idea in Art – A selection from the collection of
the Brokken Zijp Foundation of Art
José Brokken-Zijp and Hans Brokken
Publication on the occasion of the exhibition: Concept
and Idea in Art – Werke aus der Sammlung Brokken
Zijp Foundation of Art in Kunstraum Alexander Bürkle,
Freiburg, Germany; 16 October 2016 – 15 January 2017.
Artists discussed in the publication: Robert Barry, Sol
LeWitt, David Reed, Gerhard Richter, Dieter Roth,
Richard Tuttle, Christopher Wool.
The Brokken Zijp Foundation of Art (BFA) was founded by
José Brokken-Zijp and Hans Brokken in 2011. It owns the
international art collection of the founders. This collection
contains about 1600 artworks made between 1950-2016.
About 1000 of these works are artists’books. The following
artists are focal points in the collection: Daniel Buren,
Christian Boltansky, Louise Bourgeois, James Lee Byars,
Lawrence Carroll, Tony Cragg, Hamish Fulton, Daniel
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184 pages + expandable pages connected to the cover. Text
by José Brokken-Zijp and Hans Brokken. German language.
Designer: Mark van den Eijnden. 357 photographs of which
319 in colour. Photographer: Peter Cox. Publisher: Museum
van Bommel van Dam, Venlo, NL. Price: € 50.
Both publications available from Johan Deumens Gallery,
Westerdok 782, 1013 BV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 (0) 6 1919 5805. info@johandeumens.com
Open by appointment. Online catalogue:
www.johandeumens.com
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Ultrices
Marianne Dages and Leah Mackin
Ultrices is a collaboration about place, systems, and chance
by Marianne Dages http://mariannedages.com and Leah
Mackin http://leahmackin.com

Election 2016 is produced in a limited edition of 16
iterations, each signed by the artist. Materials are PLA nontoxic polylactide plastic, and burned paper. Each edition
includes one box (3”x3”x1.5”), PUPPET sculpture (2”x
0.25”x 0.10”), & fold-out burned print (2” x 11”). Various
colours.
Beatriz Albuquerque is an interdisciplinary Portuguese artist
living in New York. She is known for her interdisciplinary
practices between performance and cross media. Awards
include the Breakthrough Award for the 17th Biennial
Cerveira; the Myers Art Prize from Columbia University,
New York; and the Premio Ambient Performance Series,
PAC / edge Performance Festival, Chicago.
www.beatrizalbuquerque.web.pt

Conceived, drawn, printed, and bound by the artists at
Huldra Press in Philadelphia. 21.59 x 10.795 cm, 16pp,
double-sided Letterpress, drawing, and toner on various
papers. Variable Edition of 40 books. $140
Additional images available on the artists’ websites:
http://mariannedages.com/section/442459-ULTRICES.html
http://leahmackin.com/PORTFOLIO/index.php?/books/
ultrices-2016/
Election 2016
Beatriz Albuquerque
Louffa Press is proud to announce the release of a new
artist’s book, Election 2016, by Portuguese interdisciplinary
artist Beatriz Albuquerque.

Louffa Press has been printing innovative chapbooks and
ephemera since 2010, and has its headquarters in the
Morningside/Harlem neighborhood of New York City.
Authors and artists part of Louffa Press or the Louffa Press
eXfoliation reading series past or present include: Steve
Katz, Yuriy Tarnawsky, Alexander Chee, Stacey Levine,
Edwin Alanis Garcia, Nicole Sealey, Matvei Yankelevich,
Mike Topp, Vanessa Gabb, Shelly Oria, David Hoenigman,
Jeff Grunthaner, Vincent Czyz, David X. Wiggin, A.H.
Jerriod Avant, Paco Marquez, The Fug, Joseph Riippi, Joe
Pan, David Moscovich, Cecily Iddings, Dustin Luke Nelson,
Neila Mezynski, Amy Huffman, Michael Thomsen, Simona
Blat, Amy Fusselman, Beatriz Albuquerque, Matt Dojny,
Claudia Serea, Christine Reilly, Changming Yuan, Petre
Bokor, AJ Atwater, and others.
Fo rmore information, or to order, visit:
www.louffapress.com

This artist’s book is the first in a series to be published
by Louffa Press exploring the meeting points in the
performance of rhetoric in American life as filtered through
the work of American artists such as Chuck Close, Barbara
Kruger, Alison Knowles, Richard Serra, Dick Higgins,
George Maciunas, Jenny Holzer, John Cage.
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How To Say ‘I Love You’ In Greenlandic: An Arctic Alphabet
Nancy Campbell
MIEL’s reissue of Campbell’s evocative images and text
fragments is digitally printed on 300gsm all-cotton stock,
wrapped in glassine, and accompanied by a booklet of text
by the artist/writer.
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Emma Stibbon RA on the original edition of How to Say ‘I
Love You’ in Greenlandic:
‘In this beautiful publication Nancy Campbell magically
manages to evoke the icy North through the warmth and
power of the Greenlandic language. Exquisite pochoir
prints sit alongside hand-printed type – a perfect marriage
between image and text.’

Meeting in the Middle is a collaborative project between
Tamar MacLellan and Philippa Wood documenting
the 88-mile Jurassic Way walk linking the two historic
market towns of Banbury and Stamford – the hometowns
of MacLellan and Wood respectively. The collaboration
examines both the physical and creative journey that
enabled the two artists to meet in the middle.

Researching a 44-mile section each, MacLellan working
from the southern point to the middle, and Wood from
the north, 36 villages are investigated.
A blog is used to share findings and communicate ideas.
https://meetinginthemiddleblog.wordpress.com

Nancy Campbell’s poems and artists’ books examine the
changing life of the harbour communities of northern
Europe and the Arctic. Her works include The Night Hunter
and Tikilluarit (both published by Z’roah Press) and How To
Say ‘I Love You’ In Greenlandic: An Arctic Alphabet, which
received the Birgit Skiöld Award in 2013.
Twelve 4 x 6 inch cards, 300gsm. 12-page booklet, 120gsm
Glassine wrapper. Published 31 October 2016. Numbered
edition of 300. €15.00
http://miel.bigcartel.com/product/how-to-say-i-love-youin-greenlandic-an-arctic-alphabet-nancy-campbell

Meeting in the Middle
Tamar MacLellan and Philippa Wood
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The village’s social history is the focus of the project with
each location being represented by a singular portrait.
The final artists’ book is a series of 36 A6 postcards, sewn
together as a concertina fold and contained within wooden
covers (a reference to the wooden signposting of the
Jurassic Way). The postcards utilise found imagery, collage,
letterpress, relief and screen-printing, foiling, free stitching
and embellishment to represent each ‘portrait’. The story of
each person is re-told on the reverse.
Edition of 8. £45. http://www.the-case.co.uk or for more
info email: philliwood@icloud.com
Fond Farewells
Angie Butler and Philippa Wood
ABPress and The Caseroom Press
Traditional English words
we say to each other on
parting are printed on
vintage handkerchiefs (His
and Hers) folded into pages
and bound with covers
cut from old-fashioned
dress and suit fabrics. A
recognition that often
favourite or well used words
are disappearing alongside
the passing of generations.
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The books are tied together with a Cash’s woven handfinished title label sewn onto a grosgrain ribbon.

Divisive and Diverse examines identity and politics
through a gender lens during one of the most contentious
presidential elections in United States history. A Spotify
playlist accompanies the physical copy of the book. Quotes
in the book were gathered from a survey about identity and
the political climate. Responses came from members of the
Claremont University Consortium, the general public, and
family and friends.
Scripps College Press, USA. To order a copy,
visit www.scrippscollege.edu/scrippspress/publication or
contact Prof. Tia Blassingame at tblassin@scrippscollege.edu
Two new books from Jaume Rocamora

146 x 145 x 8 mm (Hers) 230 x 220 x 10 mm (His).
12 pages, edition of 15. Autumn 2016, Lincoln and Bristol.
Printed letterpress onto vintage handkerchiefs. Covers cut
from worsted and linen union fabric with pinking shears,
machine stitched. £52 (for both volumes, His & Hers)
To order contact:
angiebutleruk@hotmail.com
philliwood@icloud.com

Divisive and Diverse
Scripps College ART 135 Typography and Book Arts
Fall 2016 Limited Edition Artist’s Book
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Earth / Rawmatter 11/2016
Book object, limited edition, cardboard box with sealed
bottle containing earth from Tortosa and strips of
cardboard, natural and blue. Text “La nostra terra, no es
nostra… es de tots.” This work will be exhibited at the
University of Melo at Gallarate / Italy. 34 x 10 x 10 cm.
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One Meter Winter Ice – 2016
Wooden box with a 100 cm long fine art print. Pigment
print on Epson Single Weight Archival Matte Fine Art
Paper, 100 x 19.6 cm. The wooden box is 25 x 12 x 3 cm with
a sliding lid. The print is based on digital processed details
from photos of ice in Koege Harbour. Some of the photos
are also used the my Artist’s Book Winter Ice and also in my
fine art print Vinter 2010 and the Vinter-is suite from 2013.
Edition: 2, numbered and signed

Adotta una Madre
Book object, limited edition, box, three texts inside:
“Mother” “Selflessness” “Generosity”. 21 x 21 x 7 cm.
This work will be exhibited at the Museum Provinciale
Campano Capua / Italy.
For more information, contact the artist Jaume Rocamora
at: jrocamorac@gmail.com
New Artists’ books by Torben Soeborg

… see also The Öland Boat Suite and Giardino Magico at
http://artists-books.eu/torben-books.htm
Fantasy Factory / Torben Soeborg
www.torben-soeborg.dk – torben.soeborg@pc.dk
New from Uniformbooks
Michael Gibbs, All or nothing and other pages
Edited by Gerrit Jan de Rook & Andrew Wilson
A survey of the work of Michael Gibbs whose activities
included poetry, performance, film, and publishing, and his
immersion in what he called “a genuinely ‘underground’
culture… which owed nothing to the official art
establishment”. As well as visual poetry and texts, the book
includes his major study of blank books ‘All or Nothing’,
written in 2005, a selection of critical writing that originally
appeared in Kontexts, and Artzien, journals that he edited
and published, as well as articles from the photography
journal Perspektief, and Art Monthly, for which he wrote
a regular column. A chronology of examples of his visual
and concrete poems, books and photography is reproduced,
along with documentation of performances.

Winter Ice - 2016
The prints are based on digital processed details from
photos of ice in Koege Harbour. Some of the photos were
also used in my Artist’s Book 1 METER VINTERIS and in
my fine art print Vinter 2010 and the Vinter-is suite from
2013.
Edition: 2, numbered and signed. Cardboard box with 10
Fine Art Prints. Pigment prints on Epson Archival Matte
Fine Art Paper. Size: 12 x 12 cm. - box: 13.5 x 13.5 x 4.5 cm.
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Critical commentaries about aspects of Michael Gibbs’
work by: Gerrit Jan de Rook, concrete poetry and
language art; Guy Schraenen, books and publishing;
Marga van Mechelen, performance works; John Held,
mail art; Henriette Dingemans, internet work; Rob Perrée,
photographic works; Bas Vroege, critical writing.
Michael Gibbs was born in Croydon, Surrey in 1949 and
after his involvement with Beau Geste Press in the early
1970s he moved to the Netherlands, where he continued
to work with experimental poetry and text, publishing,
performance and installation. During the 1990s he
developed ideas and formats for the web, launching
the website Whynotsneeze? in 1996, “a site for critical
art on and about the internet”, and continued to write
commentaries and criticism up to his death in 2009.

This artist’s book is divided into front and back.
The accordion fold allows the viewers two different ways
of viewing the book: one presenting viewers purely with
imagery and signs, the other purely words. The two sides
illustrate and interpret each other in a dialogue that
examines the limitation and possibility of each form
of expression. 20.32 x 12.7 cm. Publisher: d3i Press.
Edition of 18. $425 USD.
www.yishuwang.work
yishuwang33@gmail.com

Published by Uniformbooks.
224pp, with 76 pages of black and white illustrations. ISBN
978 1 910010 13 6. 234 x 142, paperback with flaps, £16.
http://www.colinsackett.co.uk/allornothing.php

From the London Centre for Book Arts –
A call for submissions
We’re looking for A6-size artist books, zines and
publications. If you are an artist or individual publisher and
are interested in submitting artist books, publications or
zines to be considered for exhibition and sale at the
London Centre for Book Arts, please send an email to
submissions@a6books.org with the following information:

Summer, Go Home
Yishu Wang

STOP PRESS!

•
•
•
•
•

Name of artist(s)
Title
Number of pages
Number of copies produced
Retail price

At this time, submissions are limited to A6 (148 x 210mm)
size publications, books and zines.
We are particularly looking for books or publications
that have been conceived as artworks in their own right,
are inexpensive and have been produced in large or open
editions, rather than limited editions or one-off or unique
books (to borrow the submission guidelines from the great
Printed Matter in NYC.)
Artist Yishu Wang’s hand-pulled black and white
screenprinted artist’s book Summer, Go Home represents a
diversion and a new direction to her largely representational
art practice. Summer, Go Home’s minimal imagery and the
void of colors and tones represents a piece of the artist’s
memory materialised in words, signs, and the physicality
of the book itself.

Due to space limitations we will not be able to accept all
submissions. Please be patient as we may take up to five
week to get back to you about your submissions. If your
work is selected, it will be exhibited and sold at our shop on
consignment/sale-or-return terms, with proceeds split 60%
to the publisher and 40% to the shop.
http://www.a6books.org
CONCRETE
PRESENTED BY CLAIRE JEANINE SATIN
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2016 - 5pm
BOOKS & BOOKS & BIKES & LEBO
2602 NW 5TH AVE. (WYNWOOD), MIAMI, FL, USA
About “CONCRETE”: A documentary that traces the
mission and devotion of Ruth and Marvin Sackner’s
exceptional archive of visual and concrete poetry created
by Sara Sackner. The collection is a remarkable trove of
70,000-plus works focusing on text-based and image
content in book art and related works. The largest and
most renowned collection of its kind in the world…
and it currently resides in Miami.
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As part of the evening’s celebrations, a few select bookworks
created by Claire Jeanine Satin will be on display.
A Note About the Presenter…
Claire Jeanine Satin has been creating Bookworks for over
40 years, seven of which are in the Library of Congress Rare
Books Collection, and many others. Her last exhibition was
held in Genova, Italy, as part of the Centennial Celebration
for American-born British author Henry James. Most of
Claire’s works are based on the concept of indeterminacy as
a result of her association with John Cage. She is grateful for
her long friendship with the Sackners, and for including her
work in their collection. It is her pleasure to share this film
as an homage to Ruth Sackner.
abC – Art Book in China
Printed Matter, New York, USA
Until 26th December 2016
Printed Matter presents abC (‘Art Book in China’) a store
display of artists’ books made by Chinese artists. abC, the
first book fair that gathers and showcases independent
publishing organizations and individuals in China, was
founded in 2015 by DREAMER FTY in Hangzhou, and
traveled to Shanghai and Beijing in 2016. As a continuation
of this event, Printed Matter has made a selection of titles
featured in abC 2016 alongside selections from the store’s
catalogue of drawings, photographs, comics and conceptual
book-works that represent the diverse and vibrant energy of
Chinese book artists. Books were hand-carried by
Chang Yuchen from Beijing to New York.
More information at:
https://www.printedmatter.org/events/547
Printed Matter Inc.
231 11th Avenue, New York, NY 10001, USA.
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John Dilnot is participating in the December Open
Studios Show at New England House, Brighton, UK
New England House, which houses the studios of over 50
artists and makers, is a centre for some of the most exciting
talent in Brighton. The studios at New England House will
open to the public for three days this December – giving
visitors the opportunity to enjoy an exciting alternative to
high street Christmas shopping.
Free Entry. 12 noon - 8pm
Thursday 8th, Friday 9th & Saturday 10th December 2016.
http://www.nehopenstudios.co.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

UWE Bristol Exhibitions are on show at Bower Ashton
Library. Please check before travelling as opening hours
vary during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
NEXT DEADLINE: 15TH JANUARY FOR THE
FEBRUARY 2017 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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